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THREE CENTS A COPY

A PHEASANT TRIAL

For Safe Motoring
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First Test Today

Interesting Event For Pointers and
Setters To Be Held at Bremen

“The Black Cat”

Chairman of House Fish
Public Has Been Quick To
Etna Company Furnishes Rockland High Eleven Will
Take Advantage of New
eries Committee To Study Having To Do With the City
Some Hints Worthy Of
Meet Brunswick At Com
The eighth annual fall field trial
Facilities
Maine Conditions
Attention
munity Park
on liberated pheasants will be held
Of Rockland
Thirtyfor pointers and setters at Biscay
Nine Years Ago
The Safety Education Depart
Records in the office of Robert Barn Bremen. Saturday and Sun
Rockland High School's football
Accepting an Invitation to study

Maine's fishery problems first hand, Spear. Mrs. Martha A., h 44 Rankin. Fechner, Director of the Civilian
Conservation Corps, and the War
Repreeentatlve Schuyler Otis Bland, Spear, Maud E.. bds 6 Holmes.
chairman of the House Merchant Spear. Mrs. Melvina S., h 16 State Department, the Department of
Marine and Fisheries Committee, Spear. Mrs. Sarah, h 9 Claremont. the Interior, the Department of
Agriculture, the Department of La
will arrive in Portland for a three- ! Spear. Seth B., h 40 Union.
days’ visit Monday. Bland’s per J Spear & Stover (E. R. Spear, J. bor, and the Veterans Administra
Henry Stover) books, stationery, tion, which co-operate in the con
sonal study came as a result of an
etc., 408 Main.
duct of the C.C.C. program, indicate
Invitation issued by the Maine Con
•*
•••
' Spear, Walter H„ clerk, h 44 Ran- that today the corps is doing bet
■Character building begins ln — gressional delegation and himself, ,
kin.
••• our lnlanoy and continues until ■» Commissioner Greenleaf stated.
ter work in the field and forest
Spear.
Walter M-. physician, 414
♦ death.
I and achieving more worthwhile re
A tentative schedule calls for a
Main,
h
26
Beech.
»
—Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
series of meetings and interviews in Spear. Wm. A., dentist, h 31 Law sults in its youth improvement pro
gram than at any time since the
rence.
Portland, Monday and Tuesday
corps was founded. It is not too
Spear.
Wm.
W„
clerk,
26
Beech.
morning,
for
which
Representative
PRISON POPULATION
much to say that in the C.C.C. the
James C. Oliver is making arrange Spear, Winnifred L., h 59 Beech
I
Nation has not only a trained con
Spear,
Robt.,
h
30
Franklin.
ments.
Tuesday
afternoon
and
eve

The Maine State PTison (Aug. 31
had 348 Inmates. Here are some of ning will be passed at Boothbay Spencer. Mrs. B. D., h 23 Summer. servation unit, but also a sound
! practical national institution for
the figures: Committed
from Harbor with Representative Clyde Spofford. Sophia, h 11 Maple.
Sprague, Alice A., milliner, h 35 ] conserving youth.
Courts. 1; parole violators returned. H. Smith present. Wednesday,
Camden.
By end of the current fiscal year,
2; paroled, 2; discharged. 4; num Bland, accompanied by Greenleaf Sprague. Edwin, insurance agent
the
C.C.C. camps will have been
ber at prison farm, 33; number of , and Representative Ralph O. Brew
and city treasurer, city building,
in operation on a national scale for
h 39 Limerock.
ster, will visit Jonesport and other
lifers, 48.
Sprague. Emily F., student, h 35 a little more than five years. Be
Washington County towns.
Camden.
ginning on April 5, 1933, with an au
Greenleaf said that Bland had
Sprague.
Hiram J., mason, h 291 thorized strength of 300.000 men
expressed “great sympathy with the
Broadway.
and 1500 camps, the corps was grad
Maine situation, "and predicted
Sprague, J. F„ night watchman, ually expanded until in September
AT
that the visit would help much to
h 35 Camden.
get favorable congressional action Sprague. Rhoda H„ dressmaker, h of 1935 there were 2652 camps In
operation throughout the country
on a variety of “pressing problems.”
35 Camden.
Every Saturday Night
Spring. Walter E., motorman, h and a total of 520.000 men, includ
121 Pleasant.
Through the Fall
ing 10,000 Indians and 4000 terri
CALIFORNIA’S NEW FRUIT
Sprowl. Arthur M., office-boy, h 34 torials, enrolled and at work. After
U2*it
Crescent.
California has a recent develop
the peak enrollment was reached In
ment into the fruit industry center Sprowl. Ferd I., baggage express, h 1935. the corps was gradually re
Linden.
ing in San Diego county. This is
BECOME AN EXPERT
duced until June 28, 1937, when new
Sprowl, Jas. M., cooper, h 34 Cres
called
Passion
fruit,
not
yet
widely
C.CC. legislation was enacted ex
cent.
STENOTYPIST
known, an exotic production and Spurling. Fred 8., quarryman, h Old tending the life of the corps for
The Machine Way in Shorthand
150 to 250 word* a minute
much favored by those who have
County road.
three years beginning July 1.. 1937,
EASY
EASY
EASY
partaken of it. More than 100.000 Squire. Marshall J., employed N. E. and limiting the maximum enrolled
to learn
to write
to n-ad
Enroll Now For Evening Classes
Dredging Co., h 5 North.
pounds of this luxury fruit was
strength to 300.000, plus 10,000 In
Write, rail or phone Friday at
marketed this year and growers Squire. Stephen G„ employed N. E. dians and 5000 territorials.
Ballard Business School, Rockland
Dredging Co., h 5 North.
Stenotype Registrar Present
are planning to introduce it into
• • • •
AU Day
111*112
Staalesen, Paul J., painter, h 24
Eastern markets.
Main.
Almost every cent of the $320,000,Stahl, John D., produce peddler, h 000 which it is estimated will be
97 Limerock.
obligated for C.CC. operations dur
Stahl. Margie G., music teacher h ing the current fiscal year has or
97 Limerock.
will find its way quickly into trade
Standard Plating Oo.. (B L. George.
L. M. Bowley) gold and silver channels—thus aiding business and
TODAY—SEPT. 17
platers and general machinists. industry. A large share of CCC.
560 Main.
expenditures are obligated for food,
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
Standish. Chas. E.. proprietor Star shoes, clothing, medical supplies,
vs.
Barber Shop. 341 Main, bds St. trucks, tractors, lumber hardware,
Nicholas Hotel.
BRUNSWICK HIGH SCHOOL
and the thousands ot other articles
Stanley, Adrian J., pilot, h 17 War
and pieces of work machinery nee<tCOMMUNITY PARK—2.30 P. M.
ren.
Stanley. Freeman A., carpenter, h ed In advancing Nationwide conser
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
10 Hill.
vation program and in running a
“Buy a season ticket and support your tram”
Stanley. Joseph, machinist, h 3 housekeeping establishment of such
Walker place.
Staples. Alvah F„ chef at Frank's a tremendous size as that represent
ed by the CCC.
Place, h 46 Union.
I Staples. Mrs. Abbie F. h 10 Rankin
Virtually all of the young men
Staples. Chas. R.. joiner, h Hill,
enrolled iand many of the war vet |
j Staples. Dana W.. Joiner, h 99 Ceerans allocate home about five- |
( dar
] Staples, Flora N.. student, h99 sixths of their month cash allow j
Cedar
ances to needy dependents. This ]
; Staples. Mrs. I A., variety store, 686 means that out of the $30 a month
Main, h 30 Warren.
i Staples. Johnson, boat builuer, h 58 base cash allowance paid each en '
Rankin.
rollee by the office of the Chief of
Staples, Mrs. Louise J., h 20 Ed Finance of the War Department,
wards.
The easiest way to secure dependable insurance
I Staples, Mary J., housekeeper. 53 the C.CC. fiscal office, close to $25
Ls to place all of your business with an agency that
goes to aid dependents at home,
Maverick.
1 Staples. Maud M. clerk, h 8 Fogg, leaving $5 for each youth to spend
tries to give you superlatively good service and
i Staples. Ralph C., lime trimmer, h at camp. Young men without de
makes good with regularity.
Why not call or
30 Warren.
Staples. Roscoe (Simpson & Sta pendants deposit a minimum of $22
telephone us today? Tomorrow may be too late.
ples.. harness makers, 369 Main) a month each with the office cf
h 37 Spring.
«
the Chief of Finance and this
Staples. Mrs. S. R., h 8 Fogg.
money is turned over to them when
Staples. Thos. A., h 10 South.
they are discharged from tlie
Staples,
Warren
D..
baker,
h
8
Wil

TELEPHONE 98
425 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
camps. It is estimated that the
low.
Staples. Whitney E.. ship carpenter, total amount which enrollees have
112-lt
h 96 Mechanic.
or will send to dependents this
Staples. Wm. E.. barber, h 10 South.
year will ager»sate $72,000,000.
Starr. Mrs. Nellie, h 6 Winter.
• • • •
Starrett, Alice P., school teacher,
h 6 Cedar.
As a work agency the C.C.C. con
Starrett. Lewis P.. lawyer. 407 Main, tinued the fine work which it has
h 241 Broadway.
been doing in past years. Enrollees
Starrett, Marcia E., h 8 Birch.
worked on national, State, and pri
vate forest lands, on national and
(Continued on Page Eight)
State parks, on agricultural lands
where erosion-control work was
necessary, on drainage and recla-

DANCING TONITE
LAKEHURST

FOOTBALL

E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.

AGAIN This Autumn IT’S

Oakland Park
Dancing Tonight St. George Grange Fair
Swinging the 1938 Season
to a Close

Wednesday, Sept. 21

A Real “Yam” Session
Yamming 9 to 1
Admission 40c

112* It

Afternoon and Evening
Supper 5.30 to 7.00
DANCE

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP
Once more under the active direction of

WILL CARRY PASSENGERS

MRS. MATTIE POWELL

ROCKLAND TO UNION FAIR

UNION FAIR
$4.40
Step-in Pumps, San
dais. Sport Oxfords
and Ties

SEPT. 27-28-29
HORSE RACING

PARI-MUTUEL BETTING

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY

NIGHT SHOWS

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

HOME OF GOOD FOOTWEAR
432 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

A REAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW

OPEN UNTIL MIDDLE OF OCTOBER

111-113

SHELDON’S BUS
Colors in
rust,
brown and plum
shades. Also in
deep, rich black.

day, Oct. 1 and 2. Entries will ment of the Aetna Casualty <Sc
close and drawings in all stakes will Surety Co., offers a list of "hints’’
for safe motoring. Poflfcwing are
be held Friday. Sept. 30.
Saturday beginning at 8 a m. the major points to keep in mind
will be the amateur open all-age
“ Remember’’ to drive at reason
stake for dogs of any age handled
able speeds giving due regard to
by an amateur. This will be fol
lowed by the puppy stake for dogs weather, l-oad conditions and thick
whelped since June 1, 1937. Judges ly settled areas."
“Remember to use proper hand
in the first event are Arohie Little
of Bristol and H. W. DeLong of signals before stopping or mak
Bath. Judges In the puppy stake, ing turns.”
are William H. Poster of Andover, I “Remember to give pedestrians a
Mass., and Henry W. Davies of chance to cross at Intersections."
Reading.
“Remember to keep & safe dis
Sunday the derby stakes for dogs tance between you and the car
not over two years old on July 1 ahead."
"Remember drinking should not
will be held. Judges are Davies and
Dr. C. N. Peters of Portland. The mix with driving.”
“Remember to slow down and
final event will be the open all-age
stake. The judges will be Fish and look both ways at railroad crossings
Game Commissioner George J. and intersections.”
“Remember to keep your attention
Stobie of Waterville and Harry V.
fixed on your driving and not on
Gould of Melrose, Mass.
Dinner will be served at Biscay the scenery."
All of these “hints" also apply at
Barn Saturday and Sunday.
night with the addition of the fol
mation projects, on wildlife refuges, lowing:
“Remember, if head-lights bother
on grazing lands on the public do
main, and on Indian reservations. you. get an early start and avoid
More than 150 major types of work night driving.”
“Remember darkness intensifies
were carried on.
• • • •
all of the day-time hazards—slow
The United States Forest Service, down at night!’
which administers all national for
“Remember! Be Careful!”
est lands, has advised Director
Fechner that 1973 was the best for
A MILLION SHORT
est-fire-control year in the history
of Federal Administration of the The Sardine Situation Has Now
national forests.
Reached the Desperate Stage
• • • •
Down East. In Lubec, this is what
Each year millions of persons use
the forests and parks of the Na they had to say yesterday about the
tion for healthful outdoor recrea sardine situation:
tion. Through labors in developing
“Hopes for something approaching
park and forest lands for recrea
a
normal sardine pack in Septem
tional purposes. C.C.C. enrollees
have opened up hundreds of thou ber, faded this week, when the
sands of acres of land for the use darks’ of the month passed witn
of the people during their non hardly a full cargo of fish at any
working hours and on vacations.
factory, some taking as low as four
• ■ ■ •
or
five hogsheads for a day’s work.
Reports to Director Fechner's
“The situation is now approach
office show that the public has been
quick to take advantage of new ing the desperate stage as regards
facilities and accommodations built the 1938 pack, already a million
into national parks and forests and j cases short of normal.
to utilize new State parks devel
“If the island weirs fish heavily,
the local packers say. competition
oped by the C.CC.
• • • •
will be too heavy to allow of refill
Impressive as are the work totals ing after the present stock is boxed
complied by CCC. enrollees, many and shipped. If, however, the run
of -whom had never done a day’s is small, the Lubec packers can
work prior to their entering a C.CC. keep along on the edge of the mar
camp, they have a counterpart tn ket without being caught too
the excellent results achieved by heavily stocked with hanging her
the corps tn helping young men to ring.”
help themselves and in improving
the morale, the health, and abilities
EXPLOITING THE BEAVER
of youngsters sent to the CCC.
camps. The Civilian Conservation National Park Service To Introduce
Corps represents the first direct
It Into Several Sections, Includ
large-scale attempt by the Federal
ing Acadia Park
Government to bring definite phy
sical and character benefits to its
The National Park service is con
idle youth. It has been a success sidering reintroducing the beaver
ful program. Hundreds of thou into three chief eastern parks—
sands of the young men sent to the
Shenandoah in Virginia's Blue
CCC. have received practical train
ing which either aided them in ob Ridge, the Great Smoky Mountains
taining private jobs or helped of North Carolina and Tennessee,
them to make good when they land and Acadia National Park In Maine.
ed a Job.
Research on the beaver has taken
From speech of Senator Elbert D. wildlife technicians back to the
Thomas of Utah, printed in The writings of Capt. John Smith. They
Congressional Record.
found that their pelts for making
beaver hats was an important lure
I. O. O. F. NOTICE
that led trappers and explorers into
Members of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F.. the wilderness back from the sea
are requested to meet at the hall
Mondav night, preparing to drill for coast.
There has been a beaver colony at
the first degree. Get-together at
Tenant’s Harbor Sept. 27. Grand The Bog, in Rockland, for several
Master present.
years.

Witham’s
Lobster Pound
ROUTE 1—NEXT TO ROXMONT

OPEN
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

FIREWORKS

TELEPHONE 992-R, ROCKLAND
112-lt

warriors for 1938 meet Brunswick
High at 2.30 this afternoon in the
first game of the season, staged at
Community Park.
Coach Matheson has high hopes
for a smashing victory to start the
season as his squad is in excellent
Shape following two weeks of hard
work. The Brunswick team is alto
gether an unknown quantity, but
local boys show good promise and
will gain much from this afternoon's
contest. It is hoped by the school
authorities that a good representa
tion of citizens will be on hand to
cheer the boys along.
This is the tentative lineup: Le,
Chisholm. Ellis; It. Perry; lg. McConchie, Wooster; c, Johnson, Cum
mings; rg. Mazzeo; rt, Horeyseck;
re, Huntley, Ellis; qb, Allen; rhb,
Jordan, Duff; lhb, Billings; lb,
Glover.
Others who are likely to see serv
ice are Skinner, Dowling. Small.
George Huntley and Chaples. Wot
ton will handle the referee's whistle;
Farrell, umpire; Gay, head lines
man.

His Plane Crashed

By The Roving Reporter

Millinocket now has a commodi
ous new theatre. And It is either
Millinocket or East Millinocket,
which has one of the finest High
School buildings in the State.

I am indebted to Mrs. H. A Bain
and Miss Addie Snow for a copy of
“The Tiny Tattler," a newspaper
which does not belie its name, and
which they came across in the
course of a recent tour of Nova
Scotia. It is published in Central
Grove, N. 8., by youthful editors
who declare that their policy is
“Without Pear or Favor.” Ihe
pages measure only three by six
inches, but in other respects it
emulates the average weekly news
paper. And evidently the residents
of Central Grove appreciate the
juvenile enterprise for The Tiny
Tattler is ln its seventh year.

Lieut. Robert P. Lesser of
The New York Worlds Fair is
Lincolnville Killed In
prepared for every emergency it
New Mexico

would seem, even to the expectation
that more than a dozen babies will
Second Lieutenant Robert P.
be born there. Six babies were born
Lesser, of Lincolnville, a student of
during the Century of Progress in
ficer in the Army Air Corps at
Chicago.
Kelly Field, San Antonio, Tex., was
killed Thursday, when his plane
According to the Lewiston Jour
crashed as he was attempting to
nal Saco has a cat 25 years old,
land at Roswell, New Mexico.
which has given birth to nearly 200
Lesser, a West Point Military
kittens and still possesses the
Academy graduate ln 1937. was one
motherly instinct.
of a group of student filers making
a final flight before next month’s
Most of us like to hark back to
graduation.
j our schooldays and recall who our
Lieut. B J. Wehster. the flight
I teachers were. The latter at the
commander, said he did not know ] time the 1899 directory was pubthe cause of the accident.
| lished were High School. L. M.
Lieut. Lesser was a native of
Moulton, principal, Winifred Hill,
Newark, N. J.
Jessie Knights. Jean Hough, and

A New Librarian
Eleanor Wetherbee of Mal

den Unanimously Chosen
For Rockland Post
The trustees ol tne Rockland Pub
lic Library met Thursday night at
the homo of Mrs. Aldana Spear and
elected Miss Eleanor H. Wetherbee
of Malden, Mass., as librarian to
succeed Mrs. George J. Adams, for
merly C. Winifred Coughlin. The
choice was unanimous.
The new executive is a graduate
of Malden High School 1932. and
Bates College. 1937. She also at
tended the Library school of Sim
mons College and received the B S.
degree last June.
Her experience has been with
the public libraries in Malden and
Worcester and she comes to her
Rockland assignment with most
excellent references.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I h*d my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least
once a week. The loss of these tastee
la a loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin
GRANDFATIIKR’S CLOCK
My grandfather’s clock was too large for
the shelf.
So It stood ninety years on the floor;
It was taller hy half than the old man
himself.
Though It weighed not a pennyweight
more.
It was bought on the mom of the dad'
he was horn.
And was always his treasure and
pride;
But It stopped short—never to go
again—
When the old man died
Chorus:
Ninety years, without slumbering—
tick. tick. tldk. tick.
His life-seconds numbering — tick,
tick. tick. tick.
It stopped short—never to go again—
When the old man died.
In watching Its pendulum swinging to
and fro.
Many hours had he spent while a boy;
And ln childhood and manhood the
clock seemed ito know
And to share both his grief and his
Joy;
For It struck twenty-four when he
entered the door,
With a blooming and beautiful bride;
But It stopped short—never to go
again—
When the old man died

My grandfather said that of those he
could hire.
Not a servant so faithful he found.
For It wasted no time and had hut one
desire—
At the close of each week to be
wound.
It was kept In Its place—not a frown on
Its face.
And Its hands never hung by Its
side:
But It stopped short—never to go
again—
When the old man died.

It rang an alarm in the dead of the
night—
An alarm that for years had been
dumb—
And we knew ithat his spirit was plum
ing for flight—
'
That his hour of departure had come.
Still the clock (kept time, with a soft
muffled chime.
As we silently stood by his side:
But tit stopped Bhort—'never to go
again—
When the old man dled|.
—Henry Clav Work

Ralph L. Wiggin. assistants; 9th
grade. Inez M. Hall and Mrs. Eva
Snow; 8th grade, Mary Tyler and
Louise Walker; 7th grade. Lizzie
O'Donnell, Mrs. Nellie Keene and
Georgie Sweetland; 6th grade, Mrs.
Ella Beverage. Emma Shields and
Georgia Henderson; 5th grade,
Ellen Cochran. M. Lena Miller and
Eleanor Griffith; 4th grade. Lucy
Rhodes, A Tolman and Lucy Wood;
3d and 2d grades, Sarah Brewster,
and Etta St Clair; 2d grade, Ma
bel Hodgkins. Angie S. Graves and
Gertrude Knowlton; 1st grade,
Josephine Thorndike. Lottie Har
den; Beatrice Plummer. Cora Hall
and Margaret Flanagan; 1st to 5th
grares, Ella Cleveland and Monira
McIntosh. Teacher of music. Ernelie F. Phillips.
I doubt if there is another region
in Knox County where they are as
fond of flower gardens as they are
at Spruce Head in the vicinity of
Rockledge Inn. I have especially
In mind that delightful spot on the
premises of the cottage known as
“The Barnacle,” and owned by
Phil Ware. In the hollow of the
granite ledges is a lagoon possibly
20 feet in diameter, where pond
lilies are grown.
On the banks
thrive some of the most attractive
of the season's flowers, making a
picture which would have excited
the envy of the landscape gardener
In thc Garden of Eden. Still ln
Its glory "The Barnacle” lagoon is
the show-place of Spruce Head
Island.

The kids un around Maverick
square have great sport this
summer with their miniature golf
course which is spread over a gen
erous space of tlie crossroads. It’s
only a four-whole course, but the
youngsters have developed consid
erable skill, and their efforts have
the sympathetic Interest of the
grown-ups in that vicinity. While
children are playing golf they are
not up to other mischief. Mor«
power to them!

One year ago: The Boston Safe
Deposit & Trust Company, executor
and trustee under the will of the
late Lucy C Farnsworth, sold the
property adjoining the Knox Coun
ty Trust Company's building to the
Evrock Realty Company of Bos
ton—The Inshore Patrol salvaged
the sloop yacht Roaring Bull which
had been on the rocks at Campo
bello—Miss Martha Hanley, 80
of Thomaston was fatally injured
in Thomaston when struck by a
bus—David S. Beach was elected
president of the Council of National
State Vice Presidents at the Na
tional Convention of Letter Car
riers in Kansas City, Mo,
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What WUl He Do?

The Courier-Gazette

THE LYRIC MUSE

THREE-TIMBS-A-WEEK

And What a View!
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

Correspondent Gasps When
Looking Down From
Caterpillar Hill

Law Is Not Off
a

li

___
it fi
n

i j...

A Hunter Who Read The

Courier-Gazette’s
Is Titus Informed

|For The Courler-Oazette]
I Now the stars come trooping
i Through the skies at night.
Filling all the darkened places
CM lhe *wth with light;
And the silvery moon Is shining
• Over all so bright!

Story

“15 seP»««nber
Now Jack Frost will use his paint brush.
As he loves to do—
Dolling up the trees and bushes
In shades ot radiant hue:
Crimson, yellow, brown and gold.
And we will think and say
Such beauty we never did behold
Or remember.

Edgecomb, Sept. 15.
Editor of TTie Courier-Gazette:—
In your paper of Sept. 13 you al
lowed an item to appear that may
Delora E. Morrill
cause much trouble to others and Rockport
•t K K M
nearly ended in a fine for the
COMPLETELY
writer.
|For The Courler-Gazettel
You stated the law on ducks was
trusting God completely for
off Sept. 15. I started out after the Am Itoday?
birds when a State Warden over-1 chasing all the doubts and clouds of
.i
, . . xx- ,
x
fear away?
took me and said the law was not; walking closely by His side.
Happy
whatsoe'er betide;
|
“Off” 'till Oct. 1.
Am I trusting God completely lor
today?
Who is right? Please print an
swer in your paper and set at ease Am I loving God completely for today?
many of us hunters in this section Trusting ln His love and mercy all the
way?
Thanks!
Praising Him with all my might.
Proving Him my chief delight.
E. S. MacMahan
Am I loving God completely for today?
The article which appeared in
Harriet Grinnell Cold
Philadelphia
The Courier-Gazette was a de
M It K It
spatch Press, which ls one of the
AU REVOIR SUMMER
most reliable news gathering or
IFor The Courler-Gazettel
ganizations in the world, and we
The long, bright days of summer.
had no hesitancy in using it. The
As quickly they depart.
wardens are probably right, but it Leave a treasured memory
Stored within the heart.
would cost interested hunders only
An
aftermath at glory
a thnee-cent stamp to write to Com
Still sheds a golden light,
'Ere early shadows deepen
missioner George J. Stobie at Au
Into darkness of the night.
gusta.
DECLARES A DIVIDEND

Central Maine

WUl

“Pat” French Faced Bruns
wick Judge — Pleaded

MY LUCKY STAR’

Morning papers carried under
Brunswick dateline a story of Fran
cis A. i Pat) French, for several
years active in the Maine Coast
League baseball circuit and for
some time connected with the local
team.
Francis A. "Pat” French, former
football coach at Deering and Lew
iston High Schools appeared Fri- 1
day in Brunswick Municipal Court i
and pleaded not guilty to an assault
and battery charge.
The hearing was continued for1
two weeks at the request of Wil- {
liam B Edwards, deputy sheriff, who
represented the State.
French was charged with assault
and battery on Miss Ruth Tanner,
of Brunswick, Monday night but
the warrant was not sworn out until
Thursday when Deputy Sheriff Ed
wards completed his investigation.
Miss Tanner had, until then, refused
to reveal her alleged assailant and
the circumstances surrounding it,
Edwards disclosed.
at ---------present—is In a
IMiss
----- —Tanner,
............ —

TENANT’S HARBOR
Library Reports Encouraging

The annual meeting of the Mary
Elinor Jackson Memorial Library
Association was held Monday at the
library’- The meeting was presided
over by Mrs. Mabelle F. Rose, presi
dent. and there were 20 members
present. The reports of all offi
cers and committees were very encduraging. The librarian. Mrs. Flora j
Miller in her report stated that
there were 522 registered borrow
ers; about 2925 books on the shelves
besides ten regular magazine sub
scriptions and The Courier-Ga
zette; total number cf books loaned
during the year 4470. The libraryhours are from 2.30 to 4.30 Wednes
day and Saturday 16 30 to 8.30 Mon
day and Friday with a noon hour
Wednesdays from November to
June.
These officers were elected: ‘

Climaxing what is by all odds her happiest screen stcry, Sonja Ilenie's magnificent "Alice In Wonder
land" ice ballet brings to a thrilling conclusion her latest 20th Century-Fox triumph, “My Lucky Star,”

in which Richard Greene is co-starred.—adv.

Acres of Machinery in Motion

of the state. This has brought very
definite results, and more and more i
consumers are buying advertised |
products; while through such pub
licity numberless calls have been
made for the booklets and other ■
iterature which the state depart-1

ment provides. Among the products.
featured are milk, eggs, vegetables.'

|
' apples, peaches and potatoes, and,
others will soon be added to the list, j
It was largely through Grange agi-I
tation, led by State Master David j

H. Agans. that this program of ad
vertising agricultural products by
the state was launched some years
’ Photo Leipzig Fair
'ago.
A World Clearing House for Machinery.
Nearly 2000 people and their I
chines start or stop at a word ot friends recently turned out for a'
* group of machinery in the world
is assembled beneath these acres of
roofs. Thirty-two of the leading pro
ducing countries have sent their
latest inventions in friendly rivalry.
Whether one ls in search of a razor
blade or a locomotive, it will be
found he'e in Its latest development.
The largest machine shop in the
world is a feature ot the Leipzig
Trade Fair. The crowds Inspecting
the machines are attracted from
seventy-four countries. Including
business men from all parts of the
United States. The exhibits included
this year many new forms of Amer
ican machinery.
Some of the most ponderous ma-

President. Mrs. Mabelle F. Rcse;
vice president, Mrs. Nannie K. Al
len; secretary. Miss Harriet B.
Long; treasurer. Miss Fannie B.
Long; auditor, Elmer E. Allen; directors. Charles B. Rose. Mrs. Elea
nor L. Aldrich. Mrs. Etta Holbrook;
Miss Fannie B Long. Miss Harriet
B. Long. Charles E. Wheeler and
J. W. Gillis; librarian, Mrs. Flora
Miller; book committee. Mrs. Claribel L. Andrews. Mr.s. Flora Miller
and Charles B. Rose.
The one tinge of sadness in the
meeting was the announcement by
the president, of the death of a be
loved director, R. J. MacKenzie of
Bridgeport, Conn and Tenant's Har-

command controlled by delicate
microphones. Others are operated
from keyboards of push buttons by
a toucb of the linger. In assembling
the machinery, railroad tracks are
run directly into the vast halls and
powerful derricks move thousands
of tons ot machinery into position.
At the last Fair $217,000,000 worth
of goods were sold, a large part of
which was for export. The Spring
session of the Leipzig Fair to be held
March 5th-14th will comprise over
.1.000 exhibits of tools and machin
ery. The great display serves as a
clearing house for tools and ma
chinery which will later influence
the industries of the world.

Grange Sunday afternoon vesper I
service in Vermont, with National I
| Master Taber as the speaker.
’ Maine has perhaps the oldest !
Grange master in the United States. I
Henry Wilson Merrill of Hiram,
who recently passed his 80th birth- I
'day and still going strong.
! Few, if any, of the 800,000 Grange J
1 members in the nation have at-1
tained such distinction as a Patron
in North Carolina. Mrs. Earle B.
’ Garrett of the State College Grange, j
I who recently secured within a j
i short period 43 applications for (
1 membership in her subordinate. |
bor. Mrs. Eleanor L. Aldrich. Mrs. This was a part of the North Caro-|
lina membership drive, and Mrs. I
Nannie K. Allen and J. W. Gillis
were appointed a committee on res Garrett easily topped the list. Pos
olutions in memory of Mr. MacKen sibly also, she established a nation
al fraternal record for the year, as'
zie.
,
The sentiment of everyone pres it is doubtful whether any one mem-1
ent was that the past year had been ber of any fraternity has personally i
added that number of new initiates'
pleasant and prosperous and that
the Association might look forward during the past eight months.
The Grange fire insurance com
with great courage and optimism to
pany in North Carolina has more
the coming year.
than $1,000,000 of coverage in force.
Two very successful summer
camps have been conducted this
year by the Ohio State Grange.
Connecticut Patrons are very
happy that Frank H. IPect, who re
tired from the position of State
■ Master last January after four
years of service ,has been awarded
"honorary recognition” for out
standing achievement in agricul
tural and rural life, through the
Connecticut State College at Storrs.
Mr. Peet lives at Kent, is a success
ful dairy farmer and his high
standing in the agricultural field
has attracted much attention. Two
former Connecticut State Masters
have attained a similar honor' in
years past^J. Arthur Sherwood of
Easton and the late Burton C. Pat
terson of Torrington.
The Grange in Missouri recently
sponsored a “bird contest," com
prising essays and other features,
which enlisted the interest of a
great number of children.
Several new Granges have lately
been chartered in Wyoming and the
establishment of a State Grange or
ganization is one of the anticipated
events in that state.

151 Students Attend 5th American-Japan Parley

Her apron ls filled with luscious fruit
And produce of gold and green.
Touched ever so lightly by haunting
frost—
Tempting enough for a queen.

Margaret Elwell

With The Grangers
New Jersey very wisely spends
a considerable appropriation each'
(year for publicity in daily and trade
papers for the agricultural products'

Goodbye to lovely summer;
Hall to the glorious fall!
Each season ln Its passing
Brings rich blessing to us all.
The directors of the Central
Elizabeth O. Marsh
Maine Power Company, meeting in Rockland
»»»>•>
Augusta yesterday, declared a diviINDIAN SUMMER
dent on the preferred stocks of that
IFor The Courler-Gazettel
comcany equal to the full quarterly lady has come to visit us.
. .___ ,
a x-oif nf this riividerd
All dressed In red and gold,
dividend.
One-half
Of this Clivia .
w)th a coronet of goldenrod
te applicable to the current quarter Beautiful to behold.

Spruce Head

VICTORY! Royal wins 1937 World’s

hospital.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
78 Exchange Street, Portland. Mr.
Telephone 3-0636

For “ICE” Service
CALL

MaH Checks

I looked from my window ln rapture
At this beautiful lady who came;
You surely can guess, by the way she
ls dressed
That "September" ls her name.

SMASHES
WORLD’S
TYPING
RECORD

French was represented in Court
by Eugene Martin of Portland.

Gay. brilliant days of autumn
Greet us with goodly cheer;
And Invite us to a banquet
Of the fruitage of the year.

Last night she ipeeked ln m,Y chamber
Bv the light of the harvest moon;
As I listened to tinkling cowbells
And the drowsy Insects' tune.

ROYAL

Attendants Typing Championship. New Record.
there said her jaw had been broken 141 net words per minute for 1 hour,
in two places and she also had suf with accuracy rating of better than
99%. See this great Royal. Try it in
fered a severe eye injury.
your own office... Compare the Work I
Brunswick

Equal To Full Quarterly Dividend

•nding Sept. SO of thia year, and the
other half is applicable to the quar
ter ending June 36. 1936. represent
ing the earliest half dividend in
arrears.
Checks fen the dividend will be
mailed Oct. 1, to all stockholders of
record as of Sept 10, 1938. on the
following basis: $1.50 per share on
the 6 per cent stock, $1.50 on the $6
eeries. and $175 on the 7 per cent

Not Guilty

Kirke L. Simpson, staff writer for
5 the Associated Press, thus reviews
the national nolitical situation:
I
co..

The overwhelming defeat of
! Roosevelt-favored candidates in the
I Democratic senatorial primaries' of
j Georgia. Maryland and South CarIt was a perfect day, the kind!
jolina raised this question today in
tha* lures one to drive miles an i
the minds of many politicians:
miles when nature hints of cooler
Have^hesc setbacks tended to
weather and trees begin to don I
crystallize in the President's mind
their gay apparel. Overhead was a
a decision as to whether he should !
cloudless sky and not a breath of J
BUILDING STRONG BRIDGES
J seek a third term nomination him- j
I For The Courler-Gazettel
wind stirred the limpid water which
' self in 1940 to "keep the party liber- 1
the time for close attention
' al?”
was visible a good part of the way J Youth
To the structure of our lives.
Brave, staunch hearts and lungs de
to Castine.
Speculation over that possibility
manded
This picturesque port, once the If a valiant
was even more widespread than talk
course we bide
capital of Acadia, was hotly con In the battles of sufficiency ln our of the probable effect of the recent
drives.
tested for in the past by English.
balloting on New York's congres
Courageous
hearts bridge many a con sional primaries next week. The
Prench and Dutch colonists and
flict
various spots are marked where In this struggle for Just cause.
issue of “conservatism” was raised
attention to life's purpose.
blood was shed by the different Close
j by Mr. Roosevelt against RepresenInflexible to our God and His laws
i tative John O'Connor, in New York
nations. Up and down the streets
Building bridges for the future—
of this little s«a coast town where Use of conquering tread of feet
I city's 16th congressional district, just
the great march of stewardship
so much history was written during In
I as it was against the successful
la the duty we mint meet
Revolutionary davs, we paused to with eyes turned starward.
senatorial candidates in Georgia,
, ... _______________ tu.
I Hearts well read »n deeds of valor.
read the inscriptions on the numer- ; wrought by those of strength ahead Maryland and South Carolina.
ous markers which testified of Yan Life Is replete wllh connecting bridges O'Connor has countered by running
kee victories and defeats. Ma ng- of C'er which we. stumbling, pass
for both Democratic and Repub
hard to catch the vision of
them related gruesome facts such Trying
lican nominations.
Welded thought, and span
as the British victors severing the The heaven-promised goal with honor
O'Connor is the single figure re
In Immortal habitation, at long last.
Yankee's ears and noses and forc
maining on the list of those Senate I
K S. P.
ing them to aat them, then burning Rockland.
or House Democrats personally i
It K tt R
them at the stake.
tagged by the President for elmina- 5
THAT LITTLE DOG Of MINE
We followed the Bagaduce River
tion. His renomination by the 16th 1
|Por The Oourler-Gazette)
to Brooksville and on to Sargentdistrict Democrats next Tuesday j
wags his stumpy little tall
ville where the trail climbed most He
would round out a record of Roose- ;
Then dances on hts toes,
of the way. with occasional turn He capers round me. oh so gay!
velt defeat on all party primary j
And sniffs his funny nose.
out where one could view the He greets me when I've been away
fronts where the "liberal" vs. “con
With happy bark and whine,
scenery.
servative” issue has been raised.
I would not change him for a world
Prom tha summit of so-called That little dog of mine.
Since the tide of party decision
began turning decisively against his I
Caterpillar hill one fairly gasps at He never, never thinks I'm wrong
the stupendous grandeur unfolding And never turns me down.
strategy in South Carolina, there!
_ _
™ tun A wee dog with a stumpy tall
in every direction. Par off on the j That chase6 me around
has been no authorized word of re- ’
Western horizon could be seen Owl's j I'd have to be most awfuUy good
action from Mr. Roosevelt except
, A great deal of the time.
Head and beyond, with the aid of | to live up to hts love for me
a statement that he had expected
field glasses, familiar streamers of That utUe
ot mln*
and predicted Senator Smith's re
white floating from the twin stacks , And though I should be rich or poor nomination in that State, despite his
,
—
. —, - .
x
Or shabby as could be,
of the Cement Pxant at Thomaston. | j-m supe m nnd him always there
intervention against the senator.;
The majestic Camden Hills formed , Just
wlde
Before the Maryland and Georgia
a most impressive background and j To search, i'll never find.
voting this week. Roosevelt aides
better or more faithful friend
farther to the North was seen Mt i A
were indicating, off the record, that
Than that little dog of mine
Waldo. Islesboro. Vinal Haven.
the White House expected defeats
Rose B. Hupper
North Haven, Isle au Haut and Tenants Harbor.
in those States. The results in both
HR HR
many of the smaller islands filled
were so one-sided that even the
their respective niches in the Great
MAINE AND VERMONT
most ardent Roosevelt enthusiast
Atlantic. In the Immediate fore
[For The Courier-Gazette)
must have known in advance that
ground was seen the long-sought O! How much alike they are. Maine and the chances of a New Deal victory
Vermont—
Sedgwick-Oeer Isle bridge under The state of my birth and the state were slim.
my home.
construction. On the East rose the Their ofglory
That is the factor which has (
to all wUl I everywhere
vaunt.
stately peaks of Cadillac Mt. and
raised so strongly in the minds of i
No matter how far from their realms
its companion hills.
politicians the question whether the
I may roam.
A warm September sun bathed O' Proud may we be of each dear President may not have undertaken
glassy waters with a silver radiance
Yankee state—
the purge for the purpose of test,
greatest of all ln the country
that added much beauty to the far- They're
ing out his ability to steer his party
we love
flung panorama before us. One In political character equally great.
toward a “liberal" course and presi- j
Esteeming our honor the New Deal
•ould not be far from wrong to
dential candidacy in 1940. without
above.
claim that it is one of the most And ln their geography also they're seeking a third nomination himself, i
great.
Even if he has satisfied himself that I
spectacular viewpoints on the
surface area the coast line
coastline. Looking down on this Vermont's
only by a third-term campaign can [
of Maine—
great section of the map one is con The biggest In all our land, let me he hope to rally “liberal” sentiment J
state.
vinced that the ragged coastline of But they're aU wrlngled up. I'll ex in the party and the nation effec
plain.
Maine is, indeed, equal in distance
tively. there is little chance that
Allison M Watts
to that in a straight line from Jamaica, Vt.
Mr. Roosevelt will give any hint of
Maine to Florida.
that in whatever comment he may j
R R R R
And what a view!
K
make on the Georgia and Maryland
SEPTEMBER
party verdicts.

On Serious Charge

At the STRAND Sun.'Mon/Tues.'Wed.

Roosevelt’s Reaction To
“Purge” Setbacks Eager
ly Awaited By Country

Through thy knowledge shall the
weak brother perish, for whom■
Christ died? 1 Cor. 8: 11.

Every-OtKer-Day

GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Students of rati md well pose at 5th American-Japan student conference held this year in Japan.
The 151 Itudent delegates were able to eoncene freely as English il a required language in all Japanese
colleges and universities. Among those in the picture are: Min Mar Hoggs. Stanford Vnitenity; Margaret
Trscinski, Vnirenily of Washington; Perry Chitum, Stanford Vnitenity; Takeshi Tsutsui, Meiji Vnitenity,
Tokyo; liami Tomahechi, Tokyo V. of Commerce; Toship Cauashima. Tokyo Imperial llnireaeity; Clen
ihitel, Vnirersity Southern Calif.; Jack Taney, Stanford Vnirenily; Phyllis C. Dunn, Vnitenity of Califor,
tin: Alex Edler, Northwestern Vnireriilr; Min Emily Steteni, Mills College; Sadao Sakai, Waieda Uniter*
lily, Tokyo; Sadao Malsuniolo. Tokyo U. of Commerce.

- —■*———----------------------

A harvest-feast will be held at
the Finnish Church Sept. 22 at 730
o'clock. Farm products and other
things will be sold for the benefit
of the church. The public is in
vited.

HAVENER’S ICE CO
TeL 792
55*5611

ROYAL

WORLD'S No.l

TYPEWRITER

ONE DOLLAR PER MONTH
Will Make You a Shareholder in the

Rockland Loan & Building Association
You will then he entitled to borrow, with proper security, from

the Association. A11 these dollar payments, with liberal dividends,

are returned to you when the loan is repaid. Loans are made on
Home Mortgages in Roekland and vicinity on the Direct Month

ly Reduction Plan.

Each payment reduces the interest charged;

also the balance due on the mortgage.
position.

It is an interesting pro

There are several plans, one of which will meet your

requirements.

Please call and let us explain.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
85Stf

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECLREP BY LISTFD STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
70Stf

BEAT
OLD MAN
WINTER
TO THE
PUNCH!
Buy your Heater NOW! Have it installed and
ready for operation before cold weather comes.
See Our Amazingly Complete Line—Our Satis
fying Low Prices—Our Pleasing Payment Plan.

We are exclusive agents for the Wonderfully
Efficient FLORENCE Heaters and Oil Burners.
We are headquarters for the world famous
ESTATE HEATROLAS and for the justly cele
brated ATLANTIC HEATERS and RANGES.

VISIT OUR STORE
LEARN OF THE SPLENDID VALUES
WE OFFER!
Have your heater installed now without bother
or trouble and pay as you use it.

LET US HELP YOU
“Make Your House a Home”

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

313-325 Main Street

N. B.

Rockland

Tel. 980

OUR GREAT STORE-WIDE SALE IS
STILL IN PROGRESS!

Community Sweet Shop will re
main open until mid-October ac
cording tJ present plans. Mrs. Mattie Powell has taken over active
operation of this popular establish
ment.

'‘“•SEPTEMBER1938
SUN MON
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WED THU FRI
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1 2 3
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4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1112 13 14 15 16 17
1819 20 21 22 23 24
2526 27 28 29 30
TALK OF THE TOWN

The American Legion Auxiliary
are serving a fish chowder supper i
Monday evening at 7.30 for Legion
members who are to work cleaning !
the hall. All Legion men requested
to be present in old clothes.

(

WEEKEND SPECIALS AT

HILLCREST HOMESTEAD
ROUTE ONE—SOUTH WARREN

Baked Bean Supper, Saturday Nights, 40c
Served Anytime After 4 P. M., Saturdays

Full Course Chicken or Duck Dinners Sunday 85c
Served Every Sunday from 12 to 7 P. M.

FOR RESERVATIONS, TEL. WARREN 3-41

Members of Knox Lodge I.O.O.F,
Witham’s Lobster Pound will re
are asked to meet at the hall Mondany night prepared to drill on main open until further notice.
the work of the first degree. This
is in preparation for the Sept. 27] Grace H. Johnson of the (Park
get-to-gether at Tenants Harbor' street Restaurant has returned to
when the grand master will be pres- her home in Appleton for the winter,
ent.
Mrs. Geneva Huke resumes her
Oct. 7 is the date set for the an duties at Gregory's Monday on the
nual bazzar at Pleasant Valley completion of her annual vacation.

There will be a public Bingo game
at K. P. hall tonight, 8 to 10.

N. Orwin Rush. Colby College Li
brarian, has been elected president
of the Maine Library Association.

Joseph Ashworth - who escaped
from Maine State Prison last De
cember, has been captured in Rich
mond, Va.

SERMONETTE
Tlie Jew, Then and Now

It is well in these dark days,
when throughout Europe, it is
in order to persecute, expatriate,
imprison, rob and murder the
Jew, to recall Lord Macauley’s
words in the House of Commons
over 100 years ago. “The Hon.
Member of Oldham tells us the
Jews are naturally a mean race;
that they are averse to all honoible callings; that they neither
sow nor reap; that they have
neither flocks nor herds; that
usury is the only pursuit for
which they are fit; that they are
destitute of all elevated and
amiable sentiments. Such, sir,
has in every age, been the rea
soning of bigots. They never
fail to plead ln justification of
persecution the vices which per
secution has engendered.
“We treat them as slaves and
wonder that they do not regard
us as brethren. We drive them
to mean occupations, and then
reproach them for not embracing
honorable professions. We for
bid them to possess land; and we
complain that they occupy them
selves in trade. We abuse them
with our superiority of force and
then we are disgusted that they
have recourse to that cunning
which is the natural and uni
versal defense of the weak
against the violence of the
strong.
“But were they always thus?
The’ member knows, nobody bet
ter, that there is nothing in their
national character which units
them for the highest duties of
citizens. He knows, in the in
fancy of civilization, that when
our island was savage as New
Guinea, when letters and arts
were unknown to Athens, when
scarcely a thatched cottage stood
on the site of Rome, these people
had their cities, palaces, Temple,
ships, schools of sacred learning,
ireat statesmen, soldiers, philoso
phers, historians and poets.”
—William A. Holman

: Grange. This event is a source of
1 great pride to all Grangers, es-1 The first meeting of the new
Donald Crie and Kenneth Hooper
Sept 18—Concert by Rockland and pecially the local Grange, as its -ysar of Blue Bonnet Tro°P’ Olrl
have
returned from a buying trip
Belfast Bands at Public Landing
Sept 20 -Camden Garden Club meets main objective is to be able to assist Scouta w111 be held Monday after’ to the larger centers in the interests
at Lee Porter's, Lincolnville.
in helping needy children to obtain Inoon at 4 ocloc .
Sept 24—Daylight Saving ends.
of H. H. Crie Co.
Sept. 27—Camden—Hugo Brandt Co,, shoes, etc. This is done through
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., will
melody song and story at Opera House
MOndav night f()r regular
Sept 28—Regional Conference of Red the personal supervision of Supt.
A band concert will be staged
Cross at Community Building.
Cumming.
May
the
soliciting
com'
ness
. president Priscjlla Smith at 7 tomorrow night at the (Public
Sept 30 —(3 to 8 301— Educational
Club picnic at residence of Franz M ml.ttee whlch ™nduct«d tbis cam’ presiding.
Suppers omitted until' Landing, auspices Rockland city
Simmons, 98 Pleasant street.
Oct. 3—Warren—Women's Missionary’ PaU5n SO faithfully in the past, qq^q^j.
Band.
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As- I count on your help, whatever it mav i
soclatlon at the Baptist Church.
I
--------——
Oct 5—South Warren— Fair at Oood-1 be.
The Juvenile members will I The Advent Christian Conference
In response to the many requests.
* OerlrSknox county Teacher con- bave a booth selling cookies, jam!of Knox and Lincoln Counties will |manager Eddie Whalen is having1
ventlon in Rockland.
and jellies.
be held Sept. 22-25 at the Minturn 1 one more dance at Oakland Park.
I Church. Several able speakers have The dance will be a ’’yam" session,
Knox Aerie of Eagles will hold
American Legion Auxiliary, con-: l}een engage{j
and good music will be provided.
an important meeting Tuesday ducted a party Wednesday night,
_____
night.
i .
special beano prizes going to Althea I a visitor in the city this week
Frank Hatch of Burkettville
Evangelist Rena M. Cowan will Carroll, Elizabeth Gregory, Hattie was Stanley V. Nickerson of Melrose, has potatoes which he raised last1
speak at the Pentecostal Mission to Brown and Clara Cates. Regular Mass, who had been at Shediac. N. year, just as firm now as they were ]
prizes were awarded to Bernice b. in the interest of the Consoli- when dug. They can be seen at
night at 7.30.
Langdon, Althea Carroll, Melzine ] dated Lobster Co., of Boston
George A. Miller Co.’s store, or at
his farm. He had an apple tree
Mrs. Grace Kirk is chairman of McCaslin, Bernard Winchenbaugh
After a recess of two weeks, serv- blossom last week.
the public supper to be Saturday Hazel Nash, Carolyn Stewart, Myrna
Grindle. Mary Oliver, Maynard 'ices at the Congregational Church
night at Legion hall.
.
There will be but two changes at
Simmons, Clara Church, Lucy Rack- ] will be resumed tomorrow. The
Edward Gonia and the Roving liffe. Mary Nye, Alice Murphy, Eliza- church school sessions will be re- Strand Theatre next week, but both
Reporter left yesterday afternoon beth Gregory, Mrs. Moore, Mrs.' sumed the following Sunday, Sept. are high class attractions. Sunday.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
on a weekend motor tour which was Charles Holbrook. Mrs. Edgar SukeSonja Henle and Richard Greene in
expected to take them into Pennsyl forth, Ruth Brackett. Percy Young
Former Patrolman Edwin U. Price “My Lucky Star;’’ Thursday, Friday
vania.
Lois Nash, Mary Rose, Evelyn
Church, Edna Thibodeau, Horace llad a bad fa" recently in the kit- and Saturday, Fred Astaire and
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Vose, Vaughn Ingerson. Jean Clough . j chen of t he house where he rooms Ginger Rogers in “Carefree.”
, Tuesday night. Then will be elec Florence Carroll, Annie Wade. Both legs and his left arm W€re
At the Rotary meeting Friday
tion of officers and a program is Olive Walker. Doris Melvin. Betty inJured- Dr ° R- Lawry attended
Rev. E. O. Kenyon was a guest and
being arranged by Mrs. Vivian Kim Clough, Mrs. Horace Vose, Bessie him.
gave a pressing invitation to all to
ball, honoring Schuyler Colfax. McCaslin, C. W Lowell, Clara
Arrivals at Feyler’s Wednesday in- attend the Red Cross convention
i founder of Rebekah Odd Fellowship. Cates, Clifton Marshall. H. S. Har
eluded the following fares: Made soon to be held in this city at the
low, Alden Ulmer, Nettie Packard,
line & Flora. 1000 gallons of scal Community Building. Donald A.
'
A party for members of the
Melzore McCaslin, Fannie Holbrook.
lops. Aletha J„ 10.000 pounds, Matheson, the High School foot
Cradle Roll of First Baptist Church
Charles Holbrook. Olive Staples and
haddock, sole. hake, red fish; Elsie, ball coach, in a very pleasing and
Sunday School will be held Wed
Bessie Church.
nesday from 3 to 5 o'clock. Mothers
1000 pounds of large mackerel.
optimistic talk regarding the team,
At the Universalist Church Sun
are urged to attend with their
urged good attendance at the games
Miriam Rebekah Lodge, held a
Those who visit the Maine Central not only to finance tlie organiza day at 10.45. Dr. Lowe will preach
babies who are enrolled.
successful supper and fair this week,
station Sunday night will see the tion tout to keep the boys enthuse^. on the subject “When We are Still.”
Mrs. Vera Bemis being general
The American Red Cross Reginal
westbound passengers departing in There were 49 present at the meet Music by the quartet.
chairman. The booths were all at
• • • •
two large pullman sections, and ing of whom E. H. Lloyd of Taun
Conference will be held in this city
tractively decorated, the hall deco
Congregational
Church services
Sept. 28. at the Community Build
■ with those trains will go almost the ton. Mass., and E. L. True of Cam
rations being in charge of Mrs.
ing. Mrs. William Ellingwood, is
last of those who have been enjoy- den were members from out of the will be resumed Sunday with pub
Reina Robinson. Lights and window
lic worship at 10.30. Tlie theme of
general chairman, assisted by Mrs
I ing the summer in this section of city.
shades were cleverly concealed by
the sermon by Rev. Corwin H. Olds
Kenneth Spear, local Red Cross
“Vacationland."
colored crepe paper, and huge bas
will
be "When the World Begins
secretary. Further details will ap
Through the kindness of Manager I
kets of bright garden flowers were
A Rockland business man. who Dandeneau of Park Theatre the Again." Church school will be re
pear soon.
used to advantage. The following among other things, is an expert
Sons of the American Legion of sumed the following Sunday.
• • • «
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary, will meet committees were in charge, aprons, paper hanger, startled one of his Winslow-Holbrook Post have been
uvou.me
Wednesday at 2 p. m. for a quilt Mrs. Carrie House and Miss Terese patrons recently by appearing in invited to be his guests
“
The
Captain's
Command,” will
at the ehowoveralls The
innovation is1 ■
•
—
.
tacking. Supper will be served at Smith,
n,tn»e candy, Mrs. Marjorie Cum-,! pink cteiaiis.
ine innovation
‘‘i mg of» the
picture. "The
Sons of —Thc
; 'be the subject of the sermon at the
6 o'clock. Mrs. Laura Ranlett and mmgs and Mrs Lena Rollins, mis- | said to have been due to a laundry Legion’ at Park Theatre Monday 1 First Baptist Church Sunday morn
Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan will have cellaneous, Mrs. Flora Post; beano,j accident rathei; than a desire to get night. All Sons of the Legion will, ing. Francis Havener will be the
charge of the party in the evening, Mrs. Maude Cables and Mrs. Lina 1 into the pink elephant or begonia meet at Legion Hall at 6 p. m. and soloist. The Church School with
all proceeds to be used for welfare Carroll; handkerchiefs, Mrs. Addie class.
will attend in a group. Wear Sons classes for men. women, boys, girls
Brown; grabs and coca-cola, Mrs.:
_____
work in RockJand this winter.
of the Legion cap if possible. Com will meet at noon. The Inspiration
Blanche Fales. The supper was 1 The disappointment manifested by
Hour of the Endeavorers will be at
Hon. S. O. Bland. Congressman supervised by Mrs. Helen Paladino.' some persons with the announce- mander Austin Brewer also requests | 6.30. The Peoples Evening Service
I
that
all
members
of
the
(Post
and
from Virginia, chairman of thc the dining room being managed by | ment that the Woolworth Building
lasting 63 minutes will open at 7.30
Merchant Marine and Fisheries com Mrs. Rose Sawyer. The Coca-Cola was to be cut down to one story. Auxiliary who can do so attend with the prelude and big sing. Mr.
this
picture
and
see
how
the
Sons
mittee. will hold public meeting in Co., put in their own booth, the I has been quite nearly dispelled by
Havener will sing. Mr. MacDon
Boothbay Harbor Opera house Tues bright orange decorations, adding the appearance of the new and of the Legion are growing and ex ald's subject will be: "Can a Good
tending
their
activities.
day night for the purpose of dis a touch of lively color. The cakes modernized front. The appearance
Man Go To Hell?” The happy
cussing the fishing business. It is went to Mrs. Blanche Fales and j of the building is now more in
prayer and praise meeting will be
Rockland High School Is plan
Mrs. Addie Brown, jar of beans to! keeping with a modern city struchoped all interested will attend.
held Tuesday at 7.30.
ning
to
introduce
six
man
football
Mrs. Elsie Queer, pillow slips to ture.
• • • •
Juvenile Grange will meet today Mrs. Edith Duncan, table-runner
into its athletic program this fall.
-------'God's Sanctuary" will be the
at 2 o’clock. All officers and mem to Milton Rollins and Mrs. Lizzie! A P°rtrait of Jonathan Cilley. This new game will afford an op sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
bers are urged to be present to McGuire was awarded the afghan.; Representative to Congress from portunity for many more boys to Marstaller at The Littlefield Memo
prepare for “Booster Night,” Sept.
_______ .
Maine in 1836 and former ______
Speaker learn elementary football. This rial Church Sunday at 10.30. Music
30. This is a yearly event and all
There will be a public Bingo game ' of the Maine House, was placed on > new sport has gained great favor in will include a selection by the choir
fourth corridor wall of the State | the west where regular schedules
. friends of the Grange are welcome. at K. P. hall tonight, 8 to 10—adv. j
and a solo by Mrs. Eula Munro. A
An entertainment is planned for
Capitol Thursday. The portrait was are being played. Several schools children’s story will precede the
For
home
or
school
.
,
Rytex ] given to the State by Vemet Cilley in the vicinity of Rockland are sermon. The Church School meets
by both Granges. Refreshments
Cinema Printed Stationery
•Sep- ] of Buenos Aires, and formally pre planning to have six man teams. at 11.45 and the Christian Endeavor
will be served.
tember only ... 100 Deckled Sheets ! sented by Theodore S. Lazell of Boothbay Harbor High and Castine at 6 o’clock. Praise service and
The report of the Lions meeting and 100 Deckled Envelopes . . .$1 west Newton, Mass., formerly of Normal School are two tliat are al
sermon at 7.15, the topic being “Tlie
which appeared in Thursday’s issue with Name and Address on Sheets t his city. It was received by Educa- ready set to start the fall schedule.
Master's Charge to the Christian.
said that an ovation was given to and Envelopes. Postage 15 cents tion commissioner Bertram E. This new venture is one more rea
The music will include a selection
the four members who were elected extra. Crafty “hand made paper packard. Cilley. while serving in son for your purchase of a football
to office Monday, but mentioned in Camera Blue, Film Grey or j congress was killed near Washing- season ticket. Your support will
only three of them. The accident Studio Brown. Buy now for your ] )on in a ^uej over pOutiCal matter, make it possible for the school to
ally omitted name was that of Wil own use and for gifts at TheCoU., He was a native of Nottjngham, keep two or three dozen more boy’s
113*115
liam T. Smith, who will represent rier-Gazette .—adv.
N. H.
engaged in a wholesome outdoor
the Thomaston class in the next
activity.
burn
Legislature.
Jameson—At Vlnal Haven. Sept. 2, to
$10,000.00 Cash Prizes Puzzle
Mr. and Mrs Matti Jameson (Flora
Chester O. Wyllie, who has been
Columb),
a son—Eddy Albert.
Contest, the Lone Ranger and Nine tenor of the Universalist Church
Beano at American Legion' hall
other new features now appear Quartet since Easter Sunday, 1920,
Tuesday night, at 7.30.—adv.
MARRIED
Cooney-Whitney—At Waldoboro. Sept every week in the big Comic Week- has tendered his resignation to be
It's here again! Rytex Tweed- 12, by Rev. Oscar Q. Barnard. Carroll ]v
the Boston Sunday Advercome effective at once, and his final
Cooney. Jr.. of Waldoboro and Mrs
Weave Printed Stationery in Double T.
tiser.
112*lt
Eugene C. Whitney of Detroit. Mich
appearance with the quartet will be
the Usual Quantity for $1; postage Hagerman-Mattson—At Camden. Aug
at the Sunday morning service.
by Rev. W L Witham. Edgar W.
15c extra. But it’s on sale for Sep 23.
Beano party Wednesday night by This announcement will be met
Hagerman of Waldoboro and Dorothy
tember only! Just think, 200 Single, E Mattson of Quincy. Mass
Huntley-Hill
Auxiliary,
corner with deep regret, as his going from
Walter-Shuman—At Wiscasset. Sept.
or 100 Double Sheets, and 100 Enve
Main
and
Water
streets
at
8
o'clock,
5. by Rev. Henry W. Webb, E Ashley
the choir which he has served so
CHECK COSTS HERE
lopes ... or, 100 Monarch Sheets Walter Jr., of Waldoboro and Miss —adv.
112-113
well
seems an irreparable loss. Dur
Louise
M.
Shuman
of
Bremen.
and 100 Envelopes printed with your
ing his long period of service, there
After all, costs must enter into
Name and Address. The "value wise”
DIED
.
has
been
a
very
splendid
spirit
of
the consideration of a Monu
will buy now for future use and for
Plummer—At Camden, Sept. 15. Jose
co-operation and understanding be
gifts. The Courier-Gazette. 110*112 phine (Tyler) wife of Fred Plummer.
ment's purchase. It is in this es
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from
tween Mr. Wyllie, his fellow singers,
Gocd's funeral home. Interment In
the music committee, and thc sential detail that you will find
Mountain cemetery.
Curtis—At Camden. Sept. 16. Mary
church people in general. He has our suggestions valuable. We are
F. widow of John C. Curtis. Funeral
given not only the beauties of his
Sunday at 330 o'clock from 3 High
concerned with providing most
street. Camden.
voice and art, but of his fine char
Memorials for the money. Most
Emery—At Tenants Harbor. Sept. 16,
acter-beauties that are bound to
Charles H Emery, aged 54 years. 10
value
for patrons, means wider
months. 18 days. Funeral Sunday at
leave a lasting impression on all
2 o'clock from Burpee Funeral Home
patronage,
for us.
Ambulance Service
who have had contact with him in
Upham—At Union. Sept 16, Carrie
MORTICIAN^
E., widow of John F. Upham, aged 79
these
years.
By
request
Mr.
Wyllie
•
years, 8 months. 5 days. Funeral Mon
will sing a farewell solo Sunday,
day at 2 o'clock from residence.
Ambulance Service
Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
Maloney—At Cushing, Sept. 14. Fred
RUSSELL
and needless to say a large congre
L Maloney, aged 80 years. 7 months. 9
INC.
gation
will
be
present
to
hear
his
FUNERAL
HOME
days.
Funeral
Sunday
at
2
o'clock
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
from residence Hawthorne Point.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL, 667 j beautiful voice and express the reDelano—At Thomaston, Sept. 15 Irvin
ROCKLAND, ME.
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
I gret certain to prevail that it is his EAST UNION and THOMASTON
A Delano, aged 70 .years. Funeral Sun
43eJtf
98-tf I final appearance.
day
at
4
o
’
clock
at
Friendship
Metho, ................... .........
dist Church.
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE"
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BURPEES

GET FULL VALUE
'IS

—
by the choir and a solo by Arthur
Crockett. Prayer meeting Tuesday
night at 7.30.
• • • »
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Rev E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will toe appropri
ate for Fourteenth Sunday after
Trinity. Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
sermon at 10.30, and Vespers at 7 30.
ttV? W",
• ♦ • «
Services tomorrow at the Metho
dist Church. Rev. Guy Wilson, pas
tor. begin with Sunday School
New Styles..New Low Prices!
classes at 9.30; sermon topic at 1030
lli're’B a leader among RCA Victor’s sensational
"Moral Courage.” At the 7.30 serv
new 1939 sets. Ail offer splendid extra vulue fea
ice, the subject will be “Hated For
tures—nt prices that will please you. Features of
Model 910KG (illustrated here) include Electric
the Truth’s Sake.”
Tuning for 8 stations, Victrola Push-Button
• • • •
Con trol.Victrola Attach
"Matter” is the subject of the
ment" Plug-In”, Console
Lesson-Sermon that will be read in
Grand Cabinet. Includes
Muster Noise Eliminator
all churches of Christ, Scientist, on
and Master Antenna,
Sept. 18. The Golden Text Is: “The
Full Vision Dial, RCA
grass withereth, the flower fadeth;
Victor Metal Tubes and
American and Foreign
but the word of our God shall stand
Tuning.
for ever." (Isaiah 40:8). The cita
tions from the Bible include the
LIBERAL
following passages: “As for God, his
TRADE-IN!
way is perfect; the word of the
•
Lord is tried; he is a buckler to
Get $25.96 value-in Victor
Records and RCA Victrola
all them that trust in him. For who
Attachment—for f15.00.
is God? God 1s my strength and
power; and he maketh my way per
fect.” (II Samuel 22:31-33).
• • • •
The Salvation Army is observing
Rally Day Sunday in the Junior
Flays Victor Records thru
your radij with full tone
Departments. Plans have been
of set. Ask us for details.
made to present an interesting pro
gram in the Sunday School at 10
EASY TERMS! LOW DOWN PAYMENTS!
o’clock, and also in the Young Peo
ple’s Legion meeting at 6 o’clock.
Other ModeLs, $15.00 up
A large number of invitations have Complete Line of Radios, Virtrolas and Combinations Now on Display.
been sent out to the children of the
city and it is expected that the
meetings will be well attended. It
is in an effort to reach these chil
KOCKLANI), MAINE
dren that such special efforts are
being made. Miss Dorothy Sim
mons will be in charge of the pro
gram. Other meetings of the Sal
vation Army will be; 11 a. m., Holi
ness meeting; 7.30 p. m.. open air
SUNDAY SPECIAL
service at Main and School streets,
8 p. m. Sunday night evangelistic
service conducted by Capt. N P.
Simington and Lieut. John Phelan.

ELECTRIC TUNING

Maine Music Co.

At MOODY’S DINER, Waldoboro

CHARLES H. EMERY
Patrolman Charles Hoyt Emery
55, died early yesterday morning at
the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Eleanor Rawley at Tenants Harbor.
He is the second member of the
department whose demise has been
recorded within three weeks.
"Charlie" had served as special ,
officer or regular patrolman on the
Rockland force since 1912, prior to
which time he had been a motorman on the Rockland, Thomaston
and Camden Street Railway and
fireman on the Maine Central and
Bangor and Aroostook railroads. He
was also with the Canadian Pacific
Railroad for a time. He was a son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Emery of
Rockland. He had not been on
active duty with the police force
for three months, in the course of
which time he had been a great
sufferer. On the night beat he had
many friends, won through his
genial manner, and the desire to
serve and accommodate.
He is survived by his wife, Edith
M. Emery; eight children, Hoyt,
Harold, Mrs. Eleanor Rawley of
Tenants Harbor; Chester, Mrs. Alta
Huntley, Mrs. Kathleen Stone of
Owls Head, Robert and Prances;
and three sisters, Mrs. Nora Leland,
Bar Harbor; Mrs. Alice Richardson,
Rockland, and Mrs. Karl Ross,
South Thomaston.
Funeral services will be held at
the Burpee Funeral Home Sunday
at 2 p. m.

JEFFERSON
Emery Ogilvie was elected master
of Riverside Lodge F.A.M. at the
annual meeting held Wednesday.
Others elected were Emerson E. Ma
son. senior warden; Warren Hill,
junior warden; J. Y. Meserve, treas
urer; H. P. Bond, secretary, Morris
Brann, chaplain; E. W. McCurda,
marshal; J. E. Odiome, senior dea
con; W. N. Hodgkins, Junior dea
con; John Johnson, senior steward;
Waldo Clark, junior steward; Percy I
Chaney, organist; C. O. Glidden,
tyler; E. W. McCurda, M. A. Brann, |
and L. H. Hodgkins trustees for
three years.
Rev. H. W. Webb of Wiscasset will
supply the pulpit of the Trask |
Meeting Houe next Sunday.
The Harvest Home Supper com
mittee of the First Baptist Church
and the Grange Fair committee met
Tuesday and voted to hold the
church supper Sept. 30 and the
Grange supper Oct. 14.
(
Jefferson remained dry on all j
three liquor questions in Monday’s
election, but its sister towns. Wal- ,
doboro, Washington, Somerville
Nobleboro, and Whitefield voted yes
on question No. 3 allowing the sale
of malt beverages.

For tree work call Albert Quinn.
Unlimited license (every type tree
work, trees taken down). Graduate
tree surgeon. Tel 365-J; from 5
p m. or stormy days, Tel. 741-'72
—adv.
111 114

A Complete Turkey Dinner for 75c

Also Our 40c and 60c Specials
112-lt

NO KEY
<3
BUTY0UR7KEY
CAN OPEN YOUR
SAFE DEPOSIT BOX
The bank docs not have a key that
will open your safe deposit box. It
merely has a “guard-key” for your pro
tection which must he inserted in the
lock before your key will open the box.
Therefore, if a finder of your lost key
should perform the double miracle of
avoiding identification and of gaining
entrance to the vault, he would still be

defeated.
He would find his key useless without
the guard-key—and no attendant would
use his guard-key for a person not prop
erly identified as the renter of that box.
PRIVACY MEANS PRIVACY when
you have a safe deposit box.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren
MEMPEH FEDERAL

OEPOSIl^lNSURANCf C O P P-O R A E I O-W

HEAT
CIRCULATING Oil HEATERS
For

OFFICE
For

HOME
For

SHOP

A size for every need
Convenient Terms

Prompt Installation

PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK ST.,

ROCKLAND

TEL. 26-W
109-110

Every-Other-Day
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OWL’S HEAD

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

TETER’S HELL DRIVERS IN NEW THRILLS

Latest news from Lincoln Count; towns collected b; our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

Mrs. Ida M. Whitcomb has been It was voted to have the association
recent guest of friends in Augusta. incorporated.
Maple Grange will serve a chicken
Miss Grace Cotton of Revere,
Mass., has been visiting at the home supper Sept. 20 at its hall in North
Waldoboro.
of Mrs. Lilia Blaney.
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Randolph
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. Bessie
Kuhn went Friday to Milo where and daughter Constance returned
they attended a reception given in : Thursday from a vacation spent
honor of Charles W. Mills, grand . with relatives in Pittsburgh. Pa.
patron, Order of Eastern Star.
I
Ashley Walter. Jr., and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark of i Louise M. Shuman of Bremen were
Lisbon. N. H„ former residents of married in Wiscasset. Sept. 5. by
this town, have been recent guests
Henry W. Webb. Mr. Walter
of Mrs. Verna Little.
’ 15 engaged in the insurance business
Richard Benner. Jr ., of Spring- in this town. His bride ls the daughfield, Mass., is visiting his uncle, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Merchant L.
Prof. Allen R. Benner.
Shuman of Bremen.
Mrs. Mabel Mank has returned 1 Mrs Elmer Jameson. Jr„ enter- |
to her home in Durham. N. H.. after tained the Senior Patrol of Meadow
passing the summer at her home lark Troop of Girl Scouts Wednesday at her camp ln Friendship. A
here.
Mrs Milton Creamer and daugh- hot dog roast was enjoyed. Arvilla
ter Miss Genevieve have been re- , Winchenbach was elected captains
assistant; Mary Miller, scribe and
cent Portland visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenlaw reporter; and Nellie Moody, treas
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. urer. Those present were Priscilla
Storer, Elizabeth Jameson. Con
Edwin Lermond in Jefferson.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey and Miss Edna stance Newbegin. Nellie Moody,
Young go Sunday to Weld where Mary Miller, Olive Piper and Ar
villa Winchenbach. They were ac
they will visit for a time.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of companied on the outing by Mrs.
Dorchester. Mass., are spending a Alfred Storer. a member of the
vacation at the home of his mother, troop committee.
Announcement has been made of
Mrs. Annie Thompson.
Mrs. E. E. Farrow of Boston is the marriage Aug. 23 in Camden of
visiting her brother. H. Elmer Went Dorothy E Mattson of Quincy,
Mass, to Edgar W Hagerman of this
worth and Mrs. Wentworth.
Cora (Miller), widow of Anson town. Rev. Winfield L. Witham
Sherman, died Wednesday at the officiated. Mr. Hagerman is en
Little Nursing Home. She was born gaged in the egg business under
in Friendship 82 yeara ago, but had the name of Hagerman & Blanch
lived the greater part of her life ard. Mrs. Hagerman is a nurse by
in Augusta. Funeral services were profession.
conducted at Waltz funeral home
Cooney-Whitney
Friday. Rev. O. G. Barnard offici
Carroll
T. Cooney. Jr., son of Mr.
ated. Burial was in Rural ceme
and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney of Wal
tery.
The Junior Patrol of Meadowlark doboro and New York, and Mrs.
Troop of Girl Scouts Journeyed Fri Eugenie C. Whitney of Detroit,
day to Friendship where the first Mich., daughter of Wylie W. Carmeeting of the season was held at hartt. were married Sept 12 in the
the camp of the leader. Mrs. Elmer German Lutheran Church. Rev.
Jameson. Jr. An out-door supper Oscar G. Barnard officiating.
A reception was held at the
was enjoyed. Those making the
trip were Elise Marcho. Gwendolyn Cooney summer home. Mr. and
Scott .Jeanette Boggs. Edith Bur Mrs. Cooney will make their home
gess. Sarah Ashworth and Joyce in this town where he ls manager
Fitzgerald. They were accompanied of Waldo Theatre.
by Mrs. B G. Miller, a member of
the troop committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbegin
are visiting ln Brookline. Mass,
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Holdensen.
Loring Crowell has employment
in Cherryfleld.
The Comery Cemetery Association
held its annual meeting Tuesday at
the home of Edwin L. Miller and
elected as officers: Webster E. Ben
ner. president; Edwin L. Miller, vice
president; Mrs. Clarence R. Ben
ner. secretary; Mrs. Edwin E. Miller,
treasurer; Edwin E. Miller, Clarence
R. Benner. Joseph Brooks, trustees.

Mrs. Abby Henke and daughter
Miss Elizabeth have returned to
Mansfield. Mass,, after vacation
ing at the Ginn Homestead. Ginn's
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed and
daughter Anne and Mr. Reed's
mother Mrs. B B. Reed, were visi
tors Friday at the home of Mrs.
Rita Wallace in Mt. Desert.
Mr. and Mrs S. M. Monroe of
j New Rochelle. N. Y„ are at the Ern
est Young cottage. Battery Beach.
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
( and Mrs. J. W. Kirk were Mr. and [
j Mrs. George Kirk of Foxboro. Mass.. J
j and Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Clark

and family of Middletown, Conn.

Miss Merriam Perris of the Ban
croft Camp staff has returned to
Merchantville. N. J.
Charles Richardson has sailed for
England where he will continue his
studies at Westminster Prep School.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Winslow
have returned to Waterville after
spending the summer at their cot
ITH scores of new thrills and daredevil stunts, "Lucky” Teter and his hell drivers will be seen at
the Eastern States Exposition, in Springfield. Mass., as an added grandstand attraction each after tage at Holiday Beach.
noon from Monday, Sept. 19. to Thursday, Sept. 22. inclusive. Breath-taking stunts include automobile
Frederick Richardson went Fri
crashes, jumps through flaming barriers, motor cycle leaps, auto turnovers and a host of equally sensa
day
to Princeton University where
tional features.
he is a student.

W

NO. BURKETTVILLE

Miss Marguerite Malay who has
employment in North Union spent
last weekend with her grandparents
Mr and Mrs. Edward Malay.
Miss Katherine Thurston and
brother Robert were recent visitors
at the home of their cousin Mrs.
Elden Maddocks in Searsmont.
They were also in Rockland last
Wednesday on a shopping trip.
Guests last weekend at Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Plummer's were
their daughter Marguerite and son-in-Law of Charlestown. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood
and family of Union were at their
old home here Sunday to harvest
some of their crops.
,
NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Jones of East Palermo is
Mrs. Carrie Young and Mrs keeping house for Charles Grinnell
Edith Young were recently enter- while Mrs Grinnell is teaching in
tained at the Orff cottage, South Washington.
Custlin8! Mrs Mary Fish of Appleton spent
Fred Robinson and son Fred were Sunday with her daughter, Mrs.
guests Sunday of Mrs. Minnie Luce Aubert Leigher.
in Thomaston. Accompanied by j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy, son
Mrs. Ida Smith, they called Monday ' Ralph and family, daughters Evenight on Mrs. James Packard (Car- lyn and Charlene and Mr. and Mrs.
rie Grafton) in South Warren. Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and daughter of
Packard will soon go to Florida.
South China were callers Sunday in
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Bates were this vicinity.
hosts to friends from Massachu
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Esancy of
setts recently.
Union and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Eda Marshall visited Sunday Esancy were in Augusta Sunday ‘0
■with her mother, Mrs. Carrie visit the Walter Esancys.
Young.
Mrs. Lelia Turner and grand
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bellmore. Jr., daughter Mabel Robbins, with Mrs
of Rockland are visiting his parents Meriam Carlton of South Union
here.
were in Camden Monday night for
Robert Tucker is boarding with the removal of part of the cast from
Miss Robbins' fractured wrist.
Mrs. L. R. Bates.

RadiOddities . . . . 6j

Miss Agnes Fergerson has re
turned frem Scotland after a visit
with her mother. Miss Kate Wen
dell and companion Miss Agnes
Fergerson return to East Milton,
Mass., this weekend after vacation
ing at Crescent Beach the past
summer.

Squier

Owl's Head Grange will meet at
Town hall Monday at 8 o'clock.
Miss Elizabeth Scammon has en
tered the University of Maine.
Guests registered at Ye Anchor
Inn have been Mlss Lois B. Malone
of East Longmeadow. Mass.. Mrs.
Philip J. Rocker of New York city.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Randall. Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Dennis of Delance,
N. J.. Mrs. Harry Tucker of Bath.
Mrs. T. H. Soper of Waterville.
Mrs. Endicott P. Saltonstell of
Chestnut Hill. Mass., and Miss
Anne Surgent of Gloucester. Mass.

DAUGHTER OF A MISSOURI FARMER.
SHE turned JOURNALIST at five

whEN she solo a poem to a
FARM JOURNAL FOR. >3 OO

MARY

MAPGflRET

Mc BRIDE
POPULAR air columnist.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY ON C3S

GROSS NECK
V
•

I LOOKS
LIKE A
STORY

• -Hi
CORGESPONDENT EOlTOO

& AUTHOR. e ADI O GAVE
HER. HER GREATEST
FAME STiU. CONSIDERS

HERSELF A REPORTER.
an inveterate flyer
SHE COVERS OUTOF TOWN

Jt' #>■

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

J. Walter Kirk has returned from
the Veterans Hospital in Togus
much Improved after a serious op
eration.

assignments by
airplane at the mike
SHE IS A CONFlSMED'DlNER OUTER' SHE SCORNS A SCQlPT. COLLECTS DOLLS FOR A HOBBY «. TAlXS from a BRIEF
OFTEN READS AT BEDTIME ALICE outline of what she
in wonoeBland- is her favorite. WANTS TO SAY
CO»»»K.mT ,»!B IH j Q »Qv.£A

Mr and Mrs Millard Creamer
and children of Dutch Neck spent
Tuesday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Genthner and Albion Genth
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Eugley’s par
ents. Mr and Mrs. Elbridge Stover
of Boothbay.
Lester Simmons has returned
from a visit in North Waldooro.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of Broad
I Cove passed Tuesday evening with
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Exciting as the new fall fash
ions . . . for town . . . country
. . . campus . .. RYTEX TWEEDWEAVE in

$1.00
Postage 15c Extra
Including printing of your
Name and Address in Blue, Black
or Brown Ink on both Sheets and
Envelopes.

Colors as gay as the last flare
of Summer . . . Gumdrop Pink,
Bon-bon Blue, or Coral White.
Your pen will fairly “swing"
over this smooth writing paper
. . . DOUBLE THE USUAL
QUANTITY . . . Only $1.

The Courier-Gazette
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TILL it wash and iron? That's
the question we ask about the
elothes we buy.
We like to look smart and attrac
tive and feel comfortable, but it is
Just as important that our clothes
be kept fresh with a minimum of
trouble. With a washer and an
ironer in the home the problem is
made easy and kept easy. The
washer swishes everything fresh
and clean in a tew moments.
On the ironer, most articles can
be finished the first time any new
owner sits down at it. With a little
practice she soon will be skillful in
doing all the ironing this good new
way.
Plaits are pressed straight and
crisp-looking by smoothing a group
into position, pressing with the
Ironer on the "press” or stop but
ton, moving to the next group and

You use the ironer as you would
the ironing board, smoothing the
fabric, moving over the heated
“shoe” to iron it, adjusting another
section and so on. You bring the
ironing surface into contact with
the material simply by touching a
control, with none of that picking
up the Iron and setting it down
again that gets so tiresome. Experts estimate that the housewife
lifts a total of two to five tons in
the course of finishing an average
ironing by handiron. Best of all,
you sit down when you have an
ironer.
Your own frocks, the children’s
little dresses, wash trousers—all
lend themselves to easy finishing,
which always is important.
What satisfaction it is to know
the laundry bag can be jammed
with grubby play clothes and still
not constitute any burden on tha
butut motherL

TTOLIDAY opportunities In thou* •* sands of lakes, rivers and
brooks of Canada afford fishing op
portunities unexcelled anywhere in
the world The wide stretches of the
Dominion’s forest and lakeland
abound with game fish and animals
—moose, deer, grizzly, black and
brown bear—where lovers of the
great outdoors may find a sports
district to suit every whim.
Fishing conditions are so varied
In Canada and the species of game
fish so-ttumerous that a small bookletis required to list all the fish and
regulations of different sections.
Peapsea fishing is found on bothj

ocean coasts, for balf-ton tuna off
Nova Scotia and equally large
sharks near Vancouver Island. Brit
ish Columbia. 5-pound small-mouth
bass at Devil’s Gap Camp. Kenora.
Ont., Lake of the Woods district;
and in hundreds of lakes tn Eastern
Canada, vie for popularity with 40pound masklnonge (muskies) at
such favored resorts as French
River Camp. French River. Ont., and
fighting trout of several species—
brook trout, steelheads, brown trout,
rainbow and Dolly Varden trout—
in various sections of Canada
Among regions most popular with
anglers are the Laurentian Moun
tains north of Montreal, mile-high
lakes and brooks surround Banff

and Lake Louise In tbe Canadian
Rockies, and Maritime Provinces on
the Atlantic where mighty salmon
lure fishermen to New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia Far-famed, partic
ularly, are rivers of New Brunswick.
These few highlights of Canada’s
many fishing opportunities illus
trate why Canadian sportsmen are
Joined every year by thousands of
anglers from the United States and
overseas. Conditions and regula
tions vary so widely in different sec
tions that anglers would do well to
get full particulars tn advance from
A. O Seymour. Windsor Station,
Montreal or from fishing booklets
obtainable at Canadian Pacific of
fices.
as i. =»"i
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(Solution to previous puzzle)

Mrs Stahls parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Geele.
Mr. and Mrs. John Johannison of
West Waldoboro were recent callers
at Harry Creamer's.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Wallace of
Dutch Neck spent last Saturday
evening with Mr. and Mrs William
: Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons
' Mrs. Pearl Simmons, two children
were Damariscotta visitors last SatJ urday.
Mrs. Eldora Gross visited recently
in Farmington with Mr and Mrs.
William K Winchenbach and May
nard Winchenbach of Dutch Neck
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Delano of
Friendship. Mr and Mrs. Albert

Genthner and Fred Genthner of
South Waldoboro were visitors last
Saturday at Melvin Genthner's.
Miss Christine Eugley has re
turned from a visit in New Harbor.

RIGHT OUT OF THE
AIR
I Hb AIKj
—— — —.By EARLE FERRIS,

actress met her husband. Milton
Kahn, transcription technician, dur
ing a theatre engagement.
• • •
Billy House's CBS Sunday night
comedy series amounts to a reunion
of old partners, for Billy and Robert
Hafter, producer of the show, toured
together several years tn vaudeville.

Double tbe
Usual Quantity!
200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
or
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
or
100 MONARCH SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

w

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-Consume
19- Coal container
20- Condiment
21- Examine
23-Pinch
25- Wanting purpose
26- Wrong-dolng
27- Fish eggs
29-Reduces in rank
31-Bird homes
33-Foundations
35-Foot-like organ
37-Turf
41- Over (contr.)
42- A fruit
43- Molt
44- A dance
45- Oil from rose petals
VERTICAL
46- Young goat
49- Etruscan god
1- Contend with
50- Piece of bed-linen
2- lndefinite article
3- Change course
52-Bow the head
54- Rend
(Naut.)
4- Epoch
55- A rodent
5- Artifice
57-Sound
59-A singing voice
<
6- Egyptian goddess
61-Present in brief
7- Plural suffix
63- Ever (contr.)
8- Noise
64- Residue from fire
9- Candid
11-Twirl
65- Pronoun
13-Assumed an attitude 67-Mother
15-Chum
69-Exist

Alice Rcinheart, above, plays
“Chichi” in "Life Can Be Beauti
ful” over the NBC-Red network
daily except Saturday. A child piano
prodigy at 12, she was on the stage
before she entered radio. She was
chosen for the role she now plays
after the producers had auditioned
300 actresses.
• • •
Every third or fourth week, Bob
Burns can't remember the tune of
a number he has selected for his
Thursday night Music Hall bazooka
solo. That, however, doesn't stop
him. A violinist from John Scott
Trotter’s orchestra stands beside
Burns to remind him.

Printed Stationery

3m

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51-Mountains in W.
China
53-Grades
55- Reckless
56- Speck
58- Crimson
59- Swiss river
60- Because
62-Female deer
64- High (Mus.)
65- Pronoun
66- Alcoholic beverage
68-Closest
69- Small particle
70- Mother (Lat.)
71- Cavities

“Will It Wash and Iron?” Asks
Today’s Busy Mother-Housewife

RYTEX
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HORIZONTAL
1-Contrlvance for
closing off water
5-Helped
9-Part of a fish
10-Rubbers
12-Taste
14- Prefix. Backward
15- A vegetable
16- Attach
18- Negative
19- Hinder
20- Rest
22-River in Poland
24-A claw
26-More lucid
28-Current
30- Kindred
31- Nothing
32- Weep
34- Suffix. Footed
35- Combining form.
Five
36- Afternoon parties
38- Sediment
39- Part for one
40-Cease
43-Moved rapidly
45-Beseech
47- Look
48- 0wns
49- The (Fr.)
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Fighting Game Fish Across Canada Great Spon

September Special
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George Rait and Dorothy Lamour.
above, were the stars ln "Spawn of
the North,’’ Producer Cecil B. De
Mille’s first Radio Theatre show of
the season.
•
• • •
"We, the People" guests who come
to New York each week to appear on
Gabriel Heatter’s program Tuesday
evenings, travel a total of 12,000
miles each week, or almost half the
distance around the world.
• • •
A “backstage” romance is respon
sible for Jeanne Juveller’s marriage.

1

Jack Benny, above, once a man of
the road who lived for years out of
over-night cases and liked it, has
turned solid citizen. In starting
earlier radio series in rented places
in Hollywood. Jack always felt just a
little temporary but now he has be
come a bona fide city father.
• • •
Like many veteran writers. Prof.
John T. Frederick, who conducts the
CBS “Of Men and Books" series,
finds he cannot dictate copy success
fully. He must sit down at a
typewriter before thoughts arrange
themselves into sentences

Rr.th York, above, is the star of the
new "Jane Arden” series, which is
one of the fall additions to the
schedule of preferred radio serial
stories. She brings an excellent
stage background to the micro
phone. Her program is being heard
I Mondays through Fridays on the
Th» “Arnold Grimm’s Daughter” I NBC-Blue network.
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Every-Other-Day

Beware Of Loan Sharks!
Is Advice Of Investigators
EALIZING chat many people never before forced to borrow

R

money are now facing that unfortunate necessity, Maxine Davis,
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writer and investigator for Good Housekeeping Magazine, has pre

pared an article now appearing in the September issue of that maga
zine setting up danger signs for people about to borrow money.

"The small loan Is never<Fcheap," says Miss Davis. "Obvi tion once Investigated the small
ously It is not. It Is the most ex loan situation. They decided to
pensive form of credit. Whatever find out how much it should cost
you pay for tt. the price Is high. a legitimate business to make such
You always save money if you can loans. The Foundation's efforts
pay rash.
establisbed about a half dozen
"However. It sometimes be loan agencies at a cost which
comes necessary to borrow money, would merely cover expenses.
and when it ts, there are always
"Even when the lending agency
several ways to do It. Actually, was operated as a charity, the
few intelligently engineered loans cost was heavy. It was not a mere
are ever foreclosed.
6 percent, or even 12 percent. The
"Take the (repression year of expense was more often 30 or 40
1932. In Ohio at that time there percent."
were 129.132 small loans out
There are Dve legitimate ways
standing, but only 561 foreclos to make loans at the minimum
ures, only 29 of which occurred cost.
while the collateral in the way of
First Is the Pawn Shop, ancient
furniture, etc., was still in use. and venerable source of quick
The other borrowers who lost money. However, lf you do pawn
their jobs left town and turned your engagement ring, be sure
thelr possessions over to the loan you will be ln a position to re
company — which usually found deem It.
them of small value, however! In
Second comes tbe "remedial
New Jersey In 1 936, with loan society." This Is a philan
$10,500,000 outstanding, there thropic organization which lends
were only four foreclosures."
on chattel mortgages, endorsed
Legitimate loan companies of notes, or pledges.
But alas!
ten charge as high as 40 or 80% there are comparatively few reme
Loan sharks may charge as high dial loan societies.
as four thousand percent.
Third comes the eredlt union,
In general, the interest rate Is which also lends at a low rate.
not the worst danger In borrow Credit unions are cooperative or
ing from the loan shark. The ganizations which lend tbe sav
usual aim of Illegal lenders Is to ings of a group to some of Its
gel the borrower Into debt—and members.
Fourth and fifth, the largest
to keep him there.
One type of loan shark operat and most generally available
ing within the law In many places sources of small loans: the sotoday is the salary buyer. Miss called Industrial bank, or tbe com
Davis reveals. Here Is how he mercial bank with a personal-loan
works:
department; and tbe licensed per
"Say John Smith earns $25 a sonal-finance company.
week, paid on Saturday.
On
Finally, Miss Davis advises,
Thursday he's broke, and needs don't gel a loan until you have to.
money badly. The salary buyer
"For economic reasons you may
offers him $20 for bis pay. He not have been able lo pay a bill
also makes John his agent to col on time, and after a while you
lect his own wages for tbe loan may begin to receive threatening
shark. Therefore. It John doesn't letters from a collection agency
bring tbe $25 on Saturday. John which has taken over the account.
Is embezzling!
While you naturally musl settle
"Until 1916 no reputable credit the bill when you are able, re
Companies made small loans, be member that tbe agency has oo
cause the states had usury laws greater right agalnsl you than
which prohibited them from lend the creditor had, and has no
Ing ai more than fi or g percent legal grounds for embarrassing or
and sometimes as much as 10 per frightening you."
Advises Miss
cent. The Russell Sage Founds Davis.

NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent,
GILBERT HARMON

Telephone, Camden 713

The date of the Y MC A min Judy Garland is on the screen Sun
day and Monday. This picture has
strels has been set for Nov. 1-2.
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary will been called one of the best of the
hold the first meeting of the fall year.
Miss Louise Dickens and Miss
season Monday.
Josephine (TylerI. wife of Fred Edith Stover of West Roxbury,
Plummer, died Thursday at her Mass., are visiting Miss Dickens'
home on Pearl street following a parents. Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Dickens
long illness. She was born and Miss Dickens and Miss Stover have
lived all her life in this town. Be recently completed the course at
sides her husband she leaves a Sis Childrens' Hospital, Brookline. Mass
Baptist Churcha Worship Sunday
ter, Mrs Blanche Kimball. Fun
eral services will be conducted Sun at 11. Rev. C. W. Bibb will be the
day at 2 o'clock at Good's funeral guest speaker. Church school con
home, and burial will be in tho venes at 9.45; pastor's adult Bible
class at 10; mid-week devotional
family lot in Mountain cemetery.
Mrs. Ada Dyer and Miss Hazel fellowship Thursday at 7.30. The
Chandler went Thursday to Bangor vespers will begin with the young
to attend the State Library Associa people's vested choir, the first Sun
day night in October.
tion Convention.
Methodist Church: Worship at
The Garden Club will meet Tues
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 10.30, preaching by the pastor, sub
Lee Porter at La Baleme, Lincoln ject. "The Way of Spiritual Cul
ville. Mrs. William T. Elliott will ture;" music under the direction of
be the speaker, her subject, "Birds A. F. Sherman. Bible classes and
church school at 11.45, classes for
That Have Lived With Me."
Mrs. Percy Hopkins entertained all ages. Happy Hour service at
at bridge Thursday night in honor 7.30, song service with message by
of the birthday of her sister, Mrs. Miss Betsy Miller, subject, "Shallow
Clarence Bishop. Guests were Mv. and Fervent Devotion." Miss Ruth
and Mrs. Cloyd Packard. Mr. and Owen, soloist. Church night serv
Mrs. Harold Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. ice in the vestry Thursday at 7.30,
Douglas Libby, Mr. and Mrs Fred conducted by the pastor, subject,
Thoughts
and
Man's
erick Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence “God's
Bishop. Mr and Mrs. Frank Roler- Thoughts."
"Matter" is the subject of the
son. Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins.
Mrs. Marion Willis and family Lesson-Sermon to be read Sunday
have returned to Yonkers. N. Y„ in all Churches of Christ. Scientist.
after spending the summer in this
town.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs Mary F. Curtis died Friday at
her home on High street. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike
Curtis was born in Warren, but ! motored to Boston and returned
spent the greater part of her life in
this town. She was the widow of last weekend. They were accomJohn C. Curtis, who was one of ’ panied by relatives who have been
this community's prominent busi I at Harborside for the summer.
ness men. Mrs. Curtis is survived
Arthur Clark is much improved
by one son. John L. Curtis of Tokyo,
in health. He is able to be out of
Japan, and one daughter, Mrs. j doors and take a short ride but
Frank E. Mansfield cf Brookline. still unable to walk much.
Mass. Funeral services will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio and
at the residence at 3 High street
I son have moved to the Cassie
Sunday at 3.30. Rev. W. E. Berger cf j Hussey place recently the home of
St. Thomas Episcopal Church will
Thurston Spear.
officiate.
Ernest Tolman is seriously ill at
Sons of Union Veterans are spon
soring a dance Monday night at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Moulton of
Simonton's Corner.
J. H. Montgomery is attending 1 Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Clay
meeting of New England Council at ton Urquhart of Scarboro were visi| tors Sunday at Mrs. Robert Heald's.
Crawford House. N. H.
Mrs. Bessie Lamson of Belmont,
Miss Mida Sawyer is having a two
week's vacation from her duties at i Mass., has been guest of Mr. and
, Mrs. H. U. Lamson.
Allen's Insurance Agency.
Mrs. Clara Dow and Mrs. Mertie
The Florentine Linen shop closed
1 Bailey were callers at the homes of
Friday for the season.
The Lone Pine Mountaineer is relatives here Tuesday enroute to
appearing in person Saturday on So. Warren where they were over
the stage at the Comique Theatre. night guests of Mrs. Leila Lermond
"Love Finds Andy Hardy" with and Wednesday noon dined with
Mickey Rooney, Lewis Stone and Mrs. Robert Heald

The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will ■
meet Wednesday with Mrs. E. E.
Ingraham at her camp at Norton's |
Pond.
Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou and Mrs.
Annie Deane entertained as dinner
guest Thursday Ernest Ingraham,
who is vacationing here from his
duties at Thayer Hotel, West Point.
N. Y.
Mrs John W. Hyssong will enter
tain the Trytohelp Club Monday
night at the Baptist parsonage.
Miss Marion Upham is employed
as secretary at the High School
office.
Even a heavy rain cannot damp
en the ardor of Che members of tlie
Farm Bureau. This was proven
Thursday when one of the largest
attended meetings of the season
was held at the Chase farm, Beech
Hill, 24 being present. It was a
highly interesting session in charge
of Mrs. Marion Waldron. Home
Demonstration Agent, Esther Dun
ham. assisted in the program which
dealt
with
"Folding
Without
Wrinkles." Dinner at noon was
under the direction of Mrs. Eliza
beth Gregory, Mrs. Elizabeth Smith
and MTs. Hattde Davies.
The William Chatfields, who oc
I
cupied the C. W Henry cottage for
the season, returned Sunday to
I
Cincinnati.
’
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Upham and
daughters Marion and Helena and
Miss Edythe Wall were entertained
at dinner Friday night at the home
i
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Young in
Camden, the occasion honoring the
first birthday anniversary of their
daughter Ruth E. Young.
The Nitsuiusowirr. Club and hus
bands met for their weekly gath
ering at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Spear. Bridge was enjoyed
with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Rich
ards receiving high awards and Mrs
Elsie Munsey and A. V. McIntyre

Steamer'W. S White entered up
on the fall schedule Friday leav
ing this town at 8 a. m, returning
leaves Rockland at 2 15, standard
time.
Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor of
Union Church will preach Sunday.
Special anthems will be sung by
the vested choir, Leola Smith, or
ganist.
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FEDERAL BUILDING AND 8 HALL OF NATION'S STRUCTURES IN $3,000,000 U. S. EXHIBIT

NEW YORK (Special)—Domi
nated by the huge, semi-classic
Federal Building and including
eight structures devoted to the
official exhibits of 64 or more for
eign governments, the Federal
Area at the New York World's
Fair 1939 will be in effect the
"Peace Table of the World,”
Grover A Whalen, President of
the Fair Corporation announces.
The area will be the United
States government's $3,000,000
contribution to America's great
it ion and is intended to fos

ter good-will among the nations
of the world as well as to inter
pret the functions of government
to the average citizen by hun
dreds of sculptures, murals and
animated exhibits.
Secretary of Agriculture Henry
A. Wallace is Chairman of the
Commission, members of which |
are Secretary of Commerce Dan- ;
iel C. Roper, Secretary of Labor!
Frances Perkins, Senators Wag- 1
ner and Copeland of New York 1
and White of Maine and Representatives Merritt and Wadsworth, Jr . of New York, and Mc- !

Reynolds of Tennessee.
The tower on the left of the
Federal Building will be the
Tower of Judiciary and the ex
hibits will tell the story of the
federal courts. On the right will
be the Tower of Legislature, ded
icated to the Congress. The ex
ecutive branch of government
will occupy a semi-circular structure behind the towers.
Thc Federal Building and thc
Hall of Nations will front upon a
great parade ground wliich will
be thc scene of drills, pageants,
tournaments and parades. Herc,

Union Church Circle, met Thurs
day, with the usual large attendance
at supper.
An enjoyable day was spent Wed
nesday at Mrs. Carrie Fifield's bun
galow. "Craventhirst." by L. Carver
Relief Corps.
i Late arrivals at Seaside cottage
FOR NEW YORK EXPOSITION’ 'are: W. K. Clifford and W C. Clifthousands will gather on state i ford of Windsor. Conn., and Haroccasions to be addressed by
American and foreign dignitaries i mond Clifford of Indianna.
from a balcony to be erected up
Miss Edith Roberts will enter the
on the face of the Federal Build Ballard Business School in Rocking. President Roosevelt is ex
pected to speak from the balcony ; land Monday.
on the opening day of the Fair.
Dr and Mrs. Howard Pulling and
Large exhibit buildings of the
son
Nathan have returned to
great foreign powers will skirt
tiiis area and thc cost of their Wellesley. Mass., having passed the
participations
is estimated bc- i summer at Honey-mcon Lodge.
.
| tween $25,000,000 and $30,000,Mrs. William Law y, returned
000. This is the most extensive
foreign cooperation ever received Friday from Rockland.
; by a world's fair.
Mbs Athene Thompson went
Thursday to Framingham. Mass., to
They were accompanied by Mrs. resume studies at Teachers College.
Frost who will visit her mother in She was accompanied to Rockland
Jonesport, and Flavilla Lambe who by her mother.
will spend a few days with Mr. and
Miss Edith Grimes who has been
Mrs. Wallace in Jonesport, before guest of her brothers Fred and
going to Calais, to take up her prank Grimes returned Friday to
studies at Calais Academy.
j Wellesley Mass
While ashore recently Keeper and
Miss Laura B Sanborn of Augusta
Mrs. Quinn called on Keeper Reed
ls visiting her sister. Mrs. Arthur
at Bass Harbor Head.
Arey.

series of sermons from Heb. 11.
12 o'clock Bible School; 6.30 Young
People's Society Christian Endeavor. Mtss Helene Dunbar, leader; 7.30
evening service of praise and song,
with sermon-subject “Thou art the
Potter—I am the Clay."
The Senior Class R.HS. held
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
their first meeting Thursday and
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
these officers were elected: Presi
The day's news from many lonely outposts along
dent, Lyle Noyes; vice president.
L. W. Sanborn returned Thursday
Maine's waterfront.
Alma Annis; secretary. Vera Easton;
from Rockland where he attended
CLARK ISLAND
treasurer. Dorothy Kimball; stu
a bankers' meeting.
dent council. Marion Taylor. Mrs.
A MAINE STORM
Miss Kathleen Cotter went TuesMiss Edith Davis of Lynn. Mass.
Charles Butler is confined to the
Doris Graffam. English instructor
I For The Courier-Gazette |
They had rowed here from Vinal house by injuries. Mrs. Butler is' day t0 Boston
If ever you have been Uj Maine
will act as class advisor.
Mrs. R. H. Thompson returned
Haven—a distance of six miles ln
Ar4 witnessed a furious storm.
convalescing from a severe cold and
The Simonton Farm Bureau will; You'll remember how it sounded at two hours, forty minutes, making
Thursday from Rockland.
Miss Ruth Wahlman. Mrs. A
meet Tuesday at Communltj hal, how the bf,lch loo*^ on the morn better time than last year when bronchitis. They had as recent
for
an all-day session; subject
no allowance was made for a strong callers, Mr. and Mrs A K Meser Kivela. Anne and Tynne Kivela,
the consolation.
....... ...... i .. .. _
As 1 Kat ln my chair by the fireplace
vey. Rev. Augustus Thompson of have returned to Boston
ebb tide.
The Wisters who occupied White “Folding Without Wrinkles.” Home , i heard upon the beach
Demonstration
Agent,
Esther
Dun,
ru.r^"u*
thf rocks
Mtss Elizabeth Gray, was homo
Mr. Alley went Aug. 31 to his home Tenant's Harbor. H. W Andrews of
Cedars for the summer, have re
And a wind that seemed to screech.
ham,
will
be
present.
Square
meal
I
from
Rockland, Wednesday.
on
Beals
Island.
Mrs.
Alley
and
turned to Philadelphia and the cot
Norton's Island, Augustus Johnsun,
imieSV?h?'.torm; son Clayton Alley were overnight ..
j
.
Mrs. Forrest Maker, returned
tage is now being occupied by the for health will be served with Mrs.
Howard Clark, Thomas Scott and
._ . „ ,
...
....
Carver and Mrs. John Buz- But nevertheless i fell asleep
, Wednesday from a visit with friends
visitors here recently.
Drexel Pauls, who came from Dark Henry
....
i T111 ’w glorious hours of morn,
zell
in
charge.
Alfred
Hocking
j
in
Portland
and
a
trip
to White
While B E. Stewart was coming
Harbor to spend two weeks here be
The officers of the Epworth Th* X hc^,re,<led lt8 W8y throu«h to the Light recently from Duck
Mrs.
Wilbur
Allen,
daughter
Mountains
fore returning to their winter home
was smiling brightly at me;
Harbor where he had been clam Maxine and sons Elmcre and Elmo j Misses Carolyn Calderwood and
Mrs. A. 8. Robinson (Florence League met this week at the Meth I And
hardly remembered the storm of late
AmeSbuni who has been guest of odist parsonage to make arrange Wt for driftwood washed by the sea. ming, his right arm became para- are visiting' relatives in Freeport. I Ernestine Carver, leave Monday to
lyzed when about a mile from the! john Johnson and son Whitey resume lheir studies at University
Miss Marion Weidman for a few ments for the Knox County Circuit The sea was calm and peaceful now
As always after the storm;
station. I noticed that he was fly- Johnson of Brooklyn. N. Y„ has re- of Maine.
weeks, returns Monday to her home League gathering which will be held Yet
whenever you've witnessed a temMarguerite Chapter. OES., will
pest In Maine
ing a distress signal which he took ; turned home after spending two
at Marcellus. N. Y. Miss Weidman at the Rockport Church the latter
You
’re bound to remember It long
meet Monday night for rehearsal.
in
when
he
knew
I
was
watching
weeks'
vacation
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
will accompany her, making the part of October.
Rockland
Vlrgln“ P Bowley
Inspection will be held Sept. 28
hlm. I went to his rescue and Sun Walter Bergland.
trip in the Weidman car and they
Methodist Church: The church
Marshall Drake will leave Monday
day recalled Mr. Alley to duty. Mr.
will stop at various points enroute school will meet at 10 o'clock Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Einstead of
Saddlcbback Ledge
Stewart went Monday to the Ma- Rockland were callers Wednesday for Cincinnati.
to visit friends and relatives.
day. New chairs are ordered for
This has been a poor summer for rine Hospital in Portland,
The W. Griffin Gribbels. who the increased attendance in the
night on Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carlspent the summer at "Weatherend," Primary Department. At 11 o'clock line fishing in this vicinity. We | Shipping is slowing up ln this sec- son
NORTH HAVEN
returned Thursday to Philadelphia the pastor will speak from the text have not been able to catch our, tion although there are yet several
Mr. and Mrs William Williams
j yachts about.
MLss Phyllis Duncan, R. N.. of
Mrs. Lucia D. Shibles is confined "Let fhe Redeemed Say So.' An winter's supply yet.
and son John of Camden recently Jersey City, N. J., is spending a
The tender. Hibiscus, recently j The tourist season has nearly
them by the choir. Epworth League
to her home by illness.
spent a week with John R. Wil week with her mother Mrs. KathServices Sunday at the Baptist will meet at 6.30. led by the presi landed cement, lathes, lead. wool.' ended. We have had 181 visitors so
liams.
erln Duncan.
Church will begin with morning dent Ernest Crockett. The 7.30 plaster, etc., with which to make far this summer.
Robert Deiphia has employment
repairs.
|
Happy
anchorages,
seamen
'
Mr and Mrs Harvey Calderwooi
worship at 11 with sermon by Rev service will feature favorite hymn
in North Haven.
returned home last Saturday hav
J. W. Hpssong. pastor, subject program, using the theme "Some
Mrs. Wells after 10 days' stay friends
Everett Baum. Axel Magnuson ing spent a week with friends in
“Abel." This wUl be the first of a time Well Understand.”
here, returned home well filled with
Portland Head
and
Kenneth Morrison have re North Oxford. Mass., Portland and
Saddleback lobster, halibut, had
Mrs. Fickett and daughter of turned from Aroostook where they Sanford. They have as guests Mr.
dock, corned pollock and cat fish.
and Mrs. Raymond Welch of San
South Portland were guests Monday have been employed.
I went on leave Aug. 3 and re
ford
of
Mrs.
R.
T.
Sterling.
turned Aug. 28—overtime owing to
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker were
illness in the family. Mrs. Wells, j Mrs. Clyde Grant visited last SatROCKVILLE
visitors
last weekend in Rockland.
Manford Davidson. Alvert Scoville 1 urday and Sunday with Mrs. F. O.
PICTURING THE HOUSE
Misses Auni Hill and Lillie Hill
Miss Mercedes Calderwood goes
and Imogene Barker met in Rock- I Hilt.
are visiting their aunt in Brook Sunday to Rockland where she will
land where we shopped for a time, Misses Elizabeth Sterling and
lyn, N. Y.
enter Ballard Business School.
and later called on Mr. and Mrs. \ Marion Sterling of Peaks Island
Brainerd, Norman and Kenneth
Mr and Mrs. F L. S. Morse of
Walter Rogers on Maverick street. \ were overnight guests Sunday of
Thurston went this week to Houlton Tliomaston were guests last week
Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
Mrs. Rogers' mother is very ill.
where they expect employment dur end of Mr. and Mrs H T. Crcckett.
At Lincolnville Beach we had lob
A. W. Hathorne is visiting F. O. ing the potato harvesting season.
Mrs. Addle Lassell also visited Mr.
ster galore and then proceeded to Hilt and family.
Mrs. Ida Barrows visited her and Mrs. Crockett recently.
Lubec. While in that town, I
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow were cousin Mrs. Ardie Thomas at St.
raked 29'-i bushels of blueberries callers last Thursday night at the George for a few days this week.
and did I have pies.
station. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Grant
E. H. Perry has been passing a
I made two trips to Calais, one to called Wednesday night.
few days in Lewiston.
Bangor, and in St. Stephen, N. B.,
The buys are busy polishing guns.
After spending the summer at
talked with Keepers Marston and Now for a mess of coots—mebby.
Bailey's Island, Mr. and Mrs. J. E
I wish to thank the voters and
Ashby of Lubec Channel and Lar
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alley and Sinnett and son have returned
friends ol Vinal llaven, St.
rabee of Quoddy Head. I also visi niece of 'White Head Light and Mr. home.
George, Matlnirus, lsl» au llaut
ted the Quoddy Head Coast Guard and Mrs. Warren Alley of Whale
Mtss Olive Tolman went to Rockand especially North llaven, for
Station where they are building a back Light and Newcastle were land yesterday and will spend two their splendid support givrn me
new boat house and slip and install callers Sunday at the station.
f weeks with Miss Marcia Farwell.
on Election Day.
ing up-to-date hoisting gear.
F.
O.
Hilt
and
party
Mrs.
Charles
Vesper
Hall
is
repairing
his
house.
Careful ‘‘framing” with trees
In company with four others I Sterling of Peaks Island. A. W ' jjrs. E. H. Perry spent Thursday
LLOYD F. CROCKET!
made thia snapshot more pleas
went. Sunday to one of the New i Hathorne. Mrs. R. T. Sterling and -with Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Perry in
ing.
112-lt
Deal reservations in Edmunds Mrs. Hilt mcAcred to Rumford Rockland.
A LMOST everyone who has a
where we cooked our dinner in an Wednesday and were guests of Mr.
** camera takes pictures of his
out-of-doors fireplace. At this pic and IMrs. Fred Sterling. Mrs.'
home, but many of us neglect the
nic area there are seven fireplaces Charles Sterling called on Rev. and
few simple suggestions which would
and seven cabins built of logs, with Mrs. Singleton of South Paris. F.
make our snapshots of “home sweet
the side next to the fireplace, open. O. Hilt called at the home of Rev.
home” much more pleasing. Here
There are rest rooms, springs, two and Mrs. Carl Hazelton of Paris
they are:
care takers and everything in con Hill.
First, keep the camera level, or
This is the last week before school begins. Io
• • • ♦
venient New Deal style.
vertical lines will be distorted.
Mount Desert Rock
We were invited to Dixie to dine
the boy all outfitted? If not, we want to show you
Stand back far enough to get the
Keeper and Mrs. Quinn have re
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbbert O'Brien
some of the great bargains in Boys’ Wear.
picture without tilting the camera.
and certainly enjoyed a feast of turned from 18 days' leave.
If necessary, shoot from across
Tender Hibiscus was at this sta
green peas. By the way, a peck of
the street—perch yourself in a
CHILDREN’S WASH SUITS .............. ........
$1 00. SI 50. $1 98
tion Aug. 24 to bring Mr. Estes and
peas is just my size.
fork of a tree, or maybe a stepJUVENILE SUITS—ages 5 to 10—Coat, Blouse, Pants
$2 98
Space didn't permit taking a com
Among the new sights is the new Machinist Webster. Mr. Estes re
$10.00, S12.03
ladder will give you the proper ele
BOVS' LONG PANTS SUITS—two pants
plete view, but the doorway and
$100. $1.50, $1.93
WPA bridge building in “Crow- turned to Portland the next day,
BOYS' LONG PANTS .........................................
vation.
roof angles alone made a charm
$2 «a, $3 0 i
BOYS' KNICKERS—beautiful patterns
Mr.
Webster
remaining
to
repair
town"
which
when
completed
will
Second, pick a time when the sun
ing shot.
BOVS' SHORT PANTS .................................... .................. $1.00, $151
lights the house at th#proper angle.
engines.
be an excellent achievement.
BOYS’ SHIRTS ................................................................................. 79c
The sun rays should strike the house filter over the camera lens to give
A number of the Gloucester boats
On return to the Light. I was ac
$1.00, $198. $2 93
BOVS' SCHOOL SWEATERS .....................
tone
to
the
sky.
Rich-toned
sky
is
at a slant so that shadows are cast
$100 $1 50
are
here,
watching
for
mackerel
to
companied
as
far
as
Rockland
by
YOUNG
MEN'S
SHIRTS
......................
by such details as window frames especially pleasing in pictures of
$1.98, $2.50, S3 Ofl, $3.73
YOUNG MEN S PANTS ..........................
show
up.
TTiere
have
be?n
very
William
Davidson
of
New
York
and weatherboarding. These shad white houses, and it improves the
$198 •
YOUNG MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS
city. Mrs. Wells. Mrs. A. Scoville, few schools here this year.
ows outline all the brightly lighted effect of any picture.
$1.98, $2 98, $5 0»
YOUNG MEN'S HEAVY SWEATERS
Egerton
B.
Sawtelle
of
Portland
If
you
have
no
recent
pictures
of
Jack
Doran
and
Imogene
Barker.
projecting details, and they will ap
JACKETS. COATS AND HUNTING JACKETS OF ALL KINDS
your home, take a few today, follow
In Vinal Haven. Mr. Alley, first and Dr. James Winfield of Detroit.
pear clearly in the picture.
We are Headquarters for Boys' Clothing, as you will see, if you
Third, try to “frame” the picture ing these suggestions. Perhaps your
assistant keeper, met me with the Mich., called at this station recent
will but let us show you!
attractively with trees or over house is so situated that you can't
station boat and presently I was ly on tlie yacht Dauntless of Port
hanging branches Such a natural apply all the rules, but each, by it
land. and enjoyed coffee with the
home
on
the
Ledge
where
I
found
“frame” for the house gives depth self, will help you produce pictures
,
Clyde Pool of Pequot and with him keeper.
to the picture and adds pictorial that more attractively present the
First Assistant Wallace and fam-,
were Mrs. Charles Poole, Mrs
place where you live.
charm.
Chester Brown of Vinal Haven and Uy left foi' 15 days' leave Sept. 2.
John Yap Quildif,
A good fourth rule—uss a color
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"THE OLD HOUSE WOBBLED
OM A CRUTCH /

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

CEMENT BLOCUS, MASOM WORK
AND SUCH
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Tel. 149-13

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“POEMS OF PROFIT”

TeL 49

VJAS NEEDED BV
SEBASTIAN BROVJN
TO KEEP THE PLACE
FROM FALLING DOWN/

BUT VJHERE THE WORKMEN?
VJHERE THE STUFF ?
HE FOUND IT/ VESZSIR/
SURE ENOUGH/
\

THE

ac$IFIed page

cu,n

ADS. HE SCANNED

AND FIXED THE HOUSE JUST AS HE
PLANNED//

MATERIALS?
Forget-me-not Girl Scout Troop
Edward O'B. Burgess, who has
will meet Monday after school.
been ill is improving.
Service? BeatMiss Betty Hatfield of Springfield,
in mmd
Miss Elizabeth McCoy who has
Compiled as an aid for
Mass. teacher of physical culture,
CLASSIFIEDS
been visiting her mother Mrs. John
correspondents and writers to
at Rosemont (Penn.) College is
have every
McCoy returns today to Chicago. I
guest of Miss Marguerite Haskell
The Courier-Gazette
Kmd!
Miss Elizabeth Creighton who I
1 at the home of her parents. Mr and
spent the summer with her grand- I
Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Proper names are never abbrevi
Parents and children are glad
Creighton, went Wednesday to Lan ated: nicknames are not approved to learn that music will be taught
caster. Mass., where she will teach except in the sports department.
in local schools this year and to
music in the Perkins School.
Write "night"—not "evening."
welcome their former teacher of
Malcolm Creighton went Monday
The title. Mr., is never used with music. Mrs. Willis Vinal who began
to Boston to resume studies at the the full name except in th? case of work Friday.
Conservatory of Music.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Abbott Spear was tendered
Do not use phonetic spelling or a supper party, in honor of her
Mrs Charles T. C. Whitcomb of
Examples: through, birthday anniversary. Tuesday at Mina Rines, Mrs. Martha Kalloch. president; Raymond Jenkins, vice
Fairhaven, Mass., was overnight contractions
Probate Notices
guest Wednesday at the Webber not thru; telephone, not tel, or the home of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar and Miss Susie Hahn attended Wed- president ; Edward Wilson, secrcSTATE OF MAINE
Advertlaementa ln thia column not
phono: night, net nite.
Barker. South Union. Others pres nesday the meeting of Wessawes- tary; and Sherman Simmons, treaInn.
To all persons interested ln either ot to exceed three llnee lnaerted once for
25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
keag
Grange
in
South
Thomaston
surer.
Use adjectives very sparingly, and ent were Mr. Spear. Bradley Pipkin.
the estates hereinafter named:
Mrs. Ambrose Wallace is in South
a Probate Court held at Rockland. ditional lines five cents each for one
Goodwill Grange Sewing Circle
Students selected to make up the InAtand
avoid
unnecessary
detalk.
Be
di

Miss
Ecanor
Goodwin.
Ernest
Githfor the County of Knox, on the time 10 cents for three times. 8lx
Waldoboro for a few days' visit with
rect, definite and concise; bearing in ens and jjiss Dorothy Warner of will meet Wednesday at the home student council arc: Seniors. Phyl- 16th day of August ln the year of our small words to • llna
her sister Mrs. Grace Borneman.
,
.. , ,
_. .
..
r, _
_
.—,,,,
. ...
lord one thousand nine hundred and
mind that a newspaper must con- I Newton Centre. Mass., Harlow of Mrs. Mabel Mills. Picnic dinner lis Perry. Ernest Eikklla, and Vir- thirty-eight and by adjournment from
The Friendly Club holds its next
10 d^y fr?n?, th,e 1#th
(’f sa*d
serve space.
i Brown, and Ronald Barker of South will be served, and members will ginla Wyllie; juniors, Russell Smith. day
August. The following matters having
meeting Wednesday at 730 at the
ond Marion Wallace; sophomores, b.en presented for the action there! Union. Shore dinner was served, take dishes.
home of Mrs. John Tillson. Christ
Several members of the Help One Marie Marr and Madeleine Haskell: nB°ni^vtnlnafter lndlcated 11 18 hereby
' and Mrs Spear received many nic?
FRIENDSHIP
mas work will be started.
Another Circle of Kings Daught“rs freshmen. Carl Erickson and Ruth j That notice thereof be given to all
{ gifts.
SUM of money ln black purse lost
Mrs. Edgar Cobb went to Boston
‘“rdcT u?' bT p'maushV three Sept 14. Reward. Call COURIER-GA
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young and
Frank D. Rowe substituted Wed attended the Kings Daughters Con- Starrett At the first meeting. PhylFriday to spend the weekend.
ZETTE.
Tel 770
112-lt
son Fredick. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd nesday at Union High School for vention held Thursday at Livermore Us Perry was elected president Vir- weeks successively in The Courier-Ga,
ze te a newspaper published at RockIf you have Real Estate to buy
Miss Virginia Cobb, who has been Simmons, daughter Marjorie. Ar William P. Thomas, the principal, Falls.
ginia Wyl.ie, vice president, and land in said County, that they may ape
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
pear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. thur Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. Bird who with Mrs. Thomas was called
• • • *
Marion Wallace, secretary-treasurer. said Rockland on the 29th day of Sepwish to rent or hire a Home or
Edgar Cobb returned Friday to Jameson and daughter Clarice of to Biddeford as their daughter Ann
Reception To Pastor
Tne classes are following a ro- tember A D 1938 at 8 o’clock in the *
Cottage, advertise in this column.
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they *
Telephone 770.
Saco.
this place. Mr. and Mrs. Walter underwent an emergency operation
A delightful reception was given ,at*ng schedule, consisting of six see cause.
CHARLES S SMALL, late of Rock
Ellis Spear 3d of Warren who has Powers and daughter Beulah of for appendicitis. The child was Thursday night at the Congregawith five recitations a day.
land. decetsed. Will and Petition for
MALE. Instruction. Reliable men to
small furnished house to let at
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cushing and John Miller of Wal visiting her grandparents Mr. and tional chapel to Rev. and Mrs. L.
Probate thereof, asking that the .ame take up Air Conditioning and Electric g_ruce Head near salt water; new
Refrigeration
Prefer
men
now
era,deal Xor cotUge. through fall
may be proved and allowed and that
Copeland returned Friday to New doboro all members of the Chester Mrs. Daniel Clough in Biddeford,
north hope
year-around home; rent
Letters Testamentary issue to Adelaide ployed and mechanically Inclined, with montj,s or
Clark French who came here from
CAIJ, 793-W.
106-tf
D. Stone Post and Auxiliary at when stricken.
ton Center, Mass.
______
S Small of Rockland, she being the fair education and willing to train spare
time
to
become
experts
ln
Installation
■
---------.
— ■
Executrix
named
ln
said
Will,
withIvy Chapter Sewing Circle will the Federated Church in Oxford,
and servee work as well as planning,, CHICKEN Farm; house. 6 rooms; 6
Douglas Walker has as guests Al tended the recent Field Day in VasMrs. Carolyn Sprowl and son out b°nd.
estimating, etc. Write gvlng age. pres- acres: roadside; good water; want to
bert Emery, Albert McCarty and salboro. under the Auspices of the meet Tuesday from 2 to 6. at the which pastorate. Rev. Mr. French Arthur of Appleton visited t>uk' r ESTATE lewis gray, late of Cam- ent occupation. UTILITIES INST . care exchange for -mall house in Rockland
,
uetI lues- ,,en deceased
Petition for Admlnls- of Courier-Gazette.
110*112 RICHARD GILL Lincolnville.
111*113
home of Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.
held for nearly two years. In thc aay with her parents. Mr and Mrs. tratlon, asking that Nellie A, Gray of
Lawrence Crane. all of Rockland, at Waterville V.F.W. Post.
J
D
Pease
Camden,
or
some
other
suitable
person.
Harlow
Brown
is
making
his
home
YOUNG
man
wanted
to
work
on
farm
the Walker cottage at Martin’s
Mr. and Mrs. Redington Pitcher
receiving line with Rev. dnd Mrs
be appointed Admx. without bond.
and mill, all winter Job to suitable 1 “
Point.
who visited Mr. and Mrs. Albion at South Union, with his daughter. French, were Mr. and Mrs. J C.
HERBERT TIBBETTS. WaldoMr. and Mrs. Roland Harrison
estate eva r. copeland. late at party,
110*112
nf
o
■
Rockland,
dereaaed
Petition
for
Ad1
John Edgerton and Harold Gross, Wotton recently have returned to Mrs- Ed8ay Barker. Gerald Brown Munser. Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. ot Dtocxion Springs were supper ministration, aaking tha: R>.:th E boro
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven
Somerville,
Mass.
|
is
boarding
at
the
home
of
Mr
both of New York, arrived Wednes
Starrett. Miss M. Grace Walker guests Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs I I'e''e,'saler of Rockland, or some other Convalescent Home EVA AMES.' 105
and Mrs. Lewis Robinson.
wlth^t &££ ’
‘ppo,nted
" Llmerock St . Rockland. Tel. 1293
day to spend the remainder of a
Mrs. Cora Sherman who has been
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Watts. Donald Perry.
HOUSE on Fulton St . to let: bath;
111*113
A week at the Raymond Watte
cellar; shed; $20 month, water paid.
Mr and VT»*c T\omA„
„
FRANCES W POTTER. late of Medvacation at the Edgerton Farm in making her home for the past two
Herbert K. Thomas Mr. and Mrs.
POSITION,
as
allround
cook.
H
T.
Tel
1017-J or 313-M. HERBERT BARS
‘
Damon
Hah
are
OCford.
Mas»achu.«etta.
deceased.
ExemI
cottage. Martin's Point. Friendship
70-tf ’ tch
Cushing. The first part of the va years with Miss Georgiana Win
101 -tl
George Wa'ker. and Miss Glenice cupying their new home here.
pllfied copy of Will and Probate thereof. PERRY, 44 Oay St., city
was recently enjoyed by Mrs. Her
Petition
for -------Probate
..
T
iI together
— .............wf.h
— -a ...........
— --— i WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches
THREE furnished rooms to let. heatcation was passed in a trip around chenpaw. suffered an ill turn re
French, daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
-vir.
J
D.
Pease
and
d..'laliter
Foreign
Will,
asking
that
the
copy
|
clocks,
antiques
all
kinds.
Call
andl
e
d.
gas
stove
bath
and
garage
at
136
bert Waltz, Mrs. Olive Brazier,
the Gaspe.
cently and was taken to the Little
°f 531,1 w111 may
showed, filed and deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 TALBOT AVE Rent reasonable. 111-113
French. The chapel was decorated Aforinn aefnmnn-uj u.. »» y..
Mr Charles Young. Mrs. Eugene
. accompanied by Mrs. Olive recorded In the Probate Court of Knox Amesbury St, Rockland. Tel. 958-J
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow of Nursing Home in Waldoboro.
TWO small unfurnished apartments,
with gladioli, zinnias, hydrangeas, Ludwig were visitors Mondav at Mr i Col‘nty. »nd' that
'
105-tf
Letters of‘ admints, Durgin. Mrs. Susie Philbrook, Mrs.
all modern, excellent location, near
.
tratlon wt:h the will annexed be ls-,__________
Main street have had as guests Mr
Rev. and Mrs. Le Grow were in A]ice Cook Mrs Addie Jones Mrs cleverly arranged by Miss Susan ana u
Main street. L A THURSTON. Tel
Mrs. James Pease's in Hock- , sued to Grace Emily Manning of Green
1159. city
111-113
and Mrs. George Cook and son Rob New York recently as guests of N;:tie
land.
fleld- Mass., with bond.
it*************
and Mrs &teIie Stevens, and Mrs P. D Starrett.
TENEMENTS to let. large and small
RODERICK
J
MACKENZIE,
late
of
"
ert of Presque Isle. Also Mr. Dow s Rev. Ernest Palmer.
Greeting
was
tendered
by
George.
j Newbert of Thomaston and Miss
Apply C. M. BLAKE, wallpaper store,
Luella Tuttle and William Pullen Fairfield. Connecticut, deceased. Ex- ♦
brother. Levi Dow who is the game
112-tf
Tuesday at will t „ v,, amplified copy of WlU and Probate 1 i
J 662 Main St., city.
Past Master and Mrs. Carlton Flora Fish of Rockland. One hun W. Walker to which Rev Mr French visited
.. . cr,
Iliesday
at
Hill
Top
Farm,
thereof, together with a Petition for ’
COMFORTABLE room near bath to
supervisor in Aroostook County.
gave
reply.
Miss
Hilda
Aspey.
and
Simmons visited friends in Water- dred callers visited the women while
Mrs
Laura usoorne
Oshorne and
and Mrs.
Mrs |Probat
? ot ofForeign
Will,
let; centrally located, reasonable. TEL
-wrs.
Laura
{he ^py
sald wlll
^yasking that
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Lachance have
Frederick Powers sang “Drink
112*114
EOY'S
bicycle
for .sa
sale,
in excellent 258-R or 142.
tille Sunday attending that night; in Friendship, among them Mrs. Mrs
*
,
......
..
,
Harriet
Wiley
called
last
Saturday
*
lled
and
recorded
In
the
Probate
Court
E
?
Y
'
S
bl
f
ycl
e
for
^
rturned from a ten-day vacation the rally at which Brann and Du- Alice Gordon who is a member of to Me Only With Thme Eyes." and
„
ouiu.uay Qf Kqox County and that
condition, fully equipped. Tel. Cam
FURNISHED apt to let at 526 Main
Mrs. A. I. Perry.
Testamentary be Issued to The Brldae2362. MR. GAYLORD
112*lb
114 St . centrally located DAVID RUBENBridge- , den
<
trip to Quebec and New Brunswick bord. Rudy Vallee and Mayor Tobin the group. This outing is an annual Juanita/' after which a« community
---- ; 8TON. Tel. 1285.
110-112
Trust Comoanv of
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease and ; Dcrt-Cltv
ES^nT^thSnSSl
°* Bridge^‘^'1 TWPrrY-flve
hay tor blueberry
Mrs. E. G. Weston is visiting her of Boston were the principal; occasion and enjoyed especially by sing was held, under the leadership
ground or feed, for sale; heavy two- I UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. InSAMUEL RUSSELL late of Milton. ! horse farm wagon; sulky plow, assort- quire 12 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W
111-tf
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis R. Vipal. dau8hter. Patricia, visited his pardaughter Mrs. Lloyd Benner in
speakers.
the sisters, Mrs. Susie Philbrook
Massachusetts, deceased
Exemplified ment of chains W. Y PIPER. Camden
apartment to let. heat
Brunswick.
and Chester Wyllie. Accompanist ent£and |M$S- J- D. Pease re- copy of Wlll and Probate thereof, to- road. Warren.
112*114 ed.THREE-room
furnished, bath; electric stove and
Mrs. Albion Wotton. daughter a&ed "3 Mrs. Herbert Waltz. TO, and
gether with a Petition for Probate of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn.
CANARIES for sale, reasonable AIv- refrigerator; available after Sept. 19.
was Dana Smith Sr.
cently.
Foreign Wlll. asking that the copy of COTTS. Washington. Me, P O ad- MRS R B MAOUNE, 186 North Main
Mabel and son Luther with their Mrs. Olive Brazier. 68.
Miss Hattie Dunn and Mrs. John
Refreshments were served in the
Daniel Ludwig is guest of rela- said will may be allowed, filed and re dr n R No 2 Union.
112*114 ; st
111-113
guests Mr and Mrs. R. Pitcher moMiss Harriet Hahn and Miss Susie
corded ln the Probate Court of Knox
Erickson spent Thursday in Port
dining room which was also deco- tives in New Hampshire and Mas- County, and that Letters Testamen HOT water heating plant for sale.
UNFURNISHED and furnished apts
tored to Boothbay and Southport1 Hahn entertained Wednesday at a
tary be Issued to Sarah W Russell of complete; 9 radiators, large slate sink | to let 25 NORTH MAIN ST . Tel 886-M
land.
rated with flowers, each centerpiece sachusetts.
HOPKINS. Tel 127._____________ 111*113 i
JW-tf
said Milton. Mass, with bond.
recently.
, lobster dinnef at the Hahn homeMrs. Lee Walker. Mrs. William
being flanked with lighted white j James Crockett and brother WilESTATE LEONARD C. STETSON,
NEW and used Johnson outboard
THREE-room furnished apartment to
Mrs. Omah Achorn of Randolph stead'with these guests present: Mrs.
108-tf
of Thomaston, deceased Petition motors for sale, also boat and vacht let. 57 CRESENT ST
Flint of Thomaston, Mrs. Arthur
candles. The reception was under liam were recent visitors at Hill late
lor Confirmation of Trustee, asking | supplies. A. L. ANDERSON, Camden, i
TWO rooms with bath to let. heat.
Lamb. Mrs. Eugene O'Neil and Mrs. and Mrs. William Mank of Waldo- Edna McIntyr€ of Waldoboro. Mrs the auspices of the Ladies' Circle' Top Farm.
that
Helen
L.
Stetson
of
Thomaston
be
'
Tel.
464
,
92-S-tf
'
boro called on Mr. and Mrs. Allie I Elmer Overlock- Mrs Dora Ma*cv
rnnfirmrrt «« Tni-tw nf thn
i----------------------------------------------------------- i lights, water; $5 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
Ralph Wiggin of Rcckland are at
with Mrs. Smith, Mrs W. H. Rob- ‘ Norris Hamlin, milk tester, was given in Trust for theA benefit of the FORTY-flve acre farm for sale. 550,283 Main St Tel 1154 or 330. 108-tf
Russell
recently.
I
“
nd
Miss
Cora
Robinson
of
Thomft. elevation, two miles from village, i —------------- ———. ' ■ ----- Lakewood today to attend the Cen
“pt tO1i*.t,'.,urn„^ed an„l
thlc vteinitn
I children at Harold L. Stetson, deceased. 100 fevt off state road: wood lo:, blue- 1
Malene Davis, young son of Mr I aston' Mrs Mlna Rin€S Mrs A T inson. and Mrs. Willis Vinal on the In
In thus UCinltJ recently.
! also Edwin O. Stetson. Helen A Stetberries, cranberries, other similar ber- ™ atfd', lar'f* onll'
88
tral Maine Wheaton Club luncheon
committee.
\trt
r n D,.-.,.
________ ! 8011 and Karl A- stetson, and the uprles; 9-room house, newly painted and ' Flea, ant at.. TEL. 913-J._______
and Mrs. Ralph Davis celebrated his Norwood. Mrs. W. H. Robinson. Mrs
.1 s. L. D. Perrt and children keep of home place of deceased, preand meeting, also the matinee.
repaired
and
In
excellent
condition;
MODERN
apartment
to
let.
OVERMabel Mills. Mrs. Eva Perry. Mrs
were callers Friday at Mrs. Nathan iscnted by said Helen L stetson.
runnlng spring and pump well water NESS SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave.,
High School Notes
The Thursday Club held a recent birthday Sunday at Wadsworth
107*109-tf
Pease’s
Mrs Pease aernmnan
ESTATE JOHN LEONARD, late of ln house; large barn; land has south-, Tel 568-W
Isa Teague Mrs. Martha Kalloch
•tars, rease. accompan- , south
Thomaston, deceased. Petition ern exposure and would make an ex
(By Marion Wallace)
picnic luncheon at the home of Mrs. Point. Those present were Mr. and
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
and
Mrs.
Milton
Robinson.
Mrs
ied
by
her
nephew.
Roscoe
McFarI
for
Confirmation
of
Trustee,
asking
cellent
chicken
farm.
CHARLES
C
Charles Smith. Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Richard Austin and son Ken
three room apartment ln rear—
High School opened with 60 stu land Te
112*114 |I also
, i . n
I tbat William Leonard of Owl's Head be CAMERON. Union.
Oliver B Libby. Mrs. Kenneth Fales
toilet, lights, water, shed and small
Mrs. Enoch Clark as hostesses neth of Washington. Mr. and Mrs.
dents. one of the largest numbers land. Jr., motored to Portland re- confirmed as Trustee of the estate given FRUIT Jars for sale. 50c doz ; Jelly i cellar, both completely furnished. Two
Mrs. Charles Maxey. Mrs. Charles
! cently to visit Mrs Fvelvn Wil- 1 ln Tm51 for (be use oand benefit of
25c doz. CHARLES CAMERON 1 eight foot plate glass windows
Fine
There were 11 members present. Elmer Keene and son Elmer. Mrs.
in many years. Walter Gay is vmiuy to visit Mrs. tteijn Wil | Wi!nam Leonard. Mary Hanley and An- Blasses.
112*111 place for large or sm’ll business, at $6
Copeland, and Mrs. Oscar Copeland
i Hams. Helen Aldus and Edna Aldus me Whalen, presented by said William Union, Me.
Lloyd
Austin
and
four
children
of
Prizes were won by Mrs. Frank
principal
and
Miss
Eleanor
Good

week
V.
F
STUDLEY,
283
Main
St..
PITIED hardwood for sale, dried, T.,
j The rooms were decorated with
i were dinner 6guests ouuuay
Sunday oi
of Mrs. i ESTATE LENA O. JOHNSTON, minor. under
101-tf
cover. Tel. 9469-12. K W DEAN. ! leL >IM or 3-i0_______
Grant. Mrs. Edwin Lynch and Mrs. Union. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Davis
win assistant.
111*116
LARGE pleasant room to let with
1 of Washington. Petition for License to South Hope.
and three children and Mr. and beautiful gladioli, raised by Miss
Stanley McGowan.
Class meetings have been held Fe&se*
lavatory, bath on same floor. Centrally
Tixo
—
a
*•
80:1 certain Real Estate, situated ln
Hahn the blossoms of which were
YEAR'S
best
buy
ln
used
car
Deluxe
Mrs.
Allie
Russell.
located.
Write "R.H.B." care Tlie Cou
Tlie
DluebeiTy
season
continues.
Wa-hlngton.
and
fully
described
In
said
Aletha Thompson is visiting her
and officers elected: Senior class.
1934. Laid up past year. 16 - rier-Oazette.
105-tf
?n.*„Pre8^nted by Nina M. Johns- Chevrolet,
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met of exceptional size and brilliant Alfred Wyllie, president; Ca therm So far. frost has not been heavy petlti
000
actual
mileage
Operated
by
woman
brother Adelbert Grafton in Friend
ton of Washington, Gdn
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
coloring. Parlor games furnished
owner. Car never abused Paint like
Wednesday
with
Mrs.
Hattie
Wot

Thompson,
vice
president;
Sisko'
encu
8
b
to
spoil
the
berries.
It
is
ship.
Phi-LiTlON LOR CHANGE OF NAME, , new, mechanically perfect. Knee ac- FULLER 25 Linden St., Tel. 106-»J. 105-tf
the amusement.
tion. good rubber. Price rlcht for , ROOMS to let Apply at MRS FIORA
Dr. and Mrs. A. K. Curtis of Dan ton and Ida Wotton at the latter's
Lehto. secretary; Dorothy Simmons. hoped that the pickers and rakers Da\ls of Rockland be changed toEUxscoe
Merle ■, quick sale
Apply R E. NUTT SHOE COLLINS 15 Grove St
105-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Mills,
Mrs
Williamson. Prc-ented by Earl STORE. 436 Main St. city.
11IM13
10 '-'ro'e ot.
ma u
forth were recent visitors at Dr. cottage at Martins Point. A spe
treasurer; Junior class, Vemal Wal will be at work at least two more Roscoe
R.
Williamson
and
Bernice
D.
Wllliam,„™,
---—
--------------------|
POUR
room
apartment
to
let.
all
weeks.
and Mrs. J. B. Curtis' on their way cial table for all those who had
JOHN Deere No. 2 high lift mower modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
lace, president; Charles Stimpson.
| son of Rockland, parents.
for
sale
or
exchange.
BOX
38.
RFD.
ROCKLAND
WATER
CO..
Tel.
634
Notices
of
Appointment
“
■
~
‘
' of------ ApESTATE ABBIE E. BURGESS, late of
Valorus
Edgecomb
North
to New Jersey. Mrs. J. B. Curtis bnrthdays in September was a fea
vice president; Arthur Wotton.
111*113
105-tf
i , .
...
, .
, Union, deceased. First and final ac- No 4. Waldoboro.
went with them to Seekonk, Mass, ture. Those thus honored were
secretary;
Lloyd
Wellington,
treaPleton
is
having
an
artesian
well
count (including private claim at Admx.
HEYWOOD-Wakefield baby carriage
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
for
sale.
Has
removable
basket.
Price
M-»--«--«-**********g|
C. T. A.) presented for allowance by
where she is visiting her cousins Mrs. Lewis. Lizzie Thompson. Gert
I Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro surer; sophomores. Madeleine Has- drilled.
right. TEL. 19-W. Rockland
110*112
Ekia A Ooff. Admx. C T. A
rude Oliver. Hattie Wotton. Lillian bate for the County of Knox, ln the kell, president; David White, vice
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Tompkins.
Mrs.
Grace
Smith
of
Belfast
and
ESTATE HATTIE
PIERCE,
latehnai
of ! cX^tus^f/^' d^^&h^
State
of
Maine,
hereby
certify
that
ln
Washington,
deceased
pYrst
and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker who Burns. Dorothy Snowdeal, Jane the following estates the persons were president Kathryn Maxey secre- Mrs. Ida Coose and daughter FranHam11!? merce * Adm? allowance bE W11‘ and Junk wood. J B PAULSEN. Thomipointed Administrators. Executors
were at Martin's Point for ten days Murphy, Marjory Simmons, Sim Guardians
I aston. Tel. 62
no-tf
and Conservators and on tary; and Jeannette Overlock. trea- ces were callers Sunday at Willow liam L. Pierce. Admr.
A sta’ewide census, ordered by the
mons
Cushman
and
Leona
Starrett.
the
dates
hereinafter
named:
TATE IRENE C. GOULD, late of i 1097 PON'T'TAf* mocn
„j
‘
have returned to town.
surer; Freshmen. Clayton Fales, Brook Farms.
last Legislature ln an effort to list all
Wellesley, Mass , deceased
First and dl
• • • •
Four fine birthday cakes decked
CORA P. TALBOT, late of Rockland
Blaine cripples ibetween 21 and 65 ln
final account presented for allowance TYIJLFt
Thnm *
William D Talbot of Port
by George M Nay. Admr C. T. A
| fYLER, South Thomaston.
110*112 need of financial assistance, ls now be
In The Churches
the table. Mrs. Lewis was present deceased.
land was appointed Exr . Aug 16. 1938.
HEAVY dry. soft wood for sale, sawed ing made. I shall be pleased to relay
ESTATE
MARY
J.
RICHMOND,
late
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
the proper State Dept.. the names
Mass at St. Bernard's Catholic ed with a birthday cake from Gert date.
of Warren, deceased. First and final slabs; delivered $5 cord ln Thomaston; to
of any crippled persons between these
account presented for allowance by $5 50 In Rockland; 1'/, cords. $8 OVER- ages
Church in Rockland 8 a. m. and rude Oliver, to a chorus of "Happy
CORA V. SAVAGE, late of Rockland,
ln need Of assistance. ALBERT
LOCK'S
MILL.
Warren.
Tel.
3-13
or
Virginia R. Thompson. Admx.
112-lt
Birthday to You.” There were 25 deceased. William F. Savage of Rock
Thomaston 25-4
109-114 B ELLIOT. Thomaston.
10.45 a. m. Sunday
E3TATE FLORENCE W NYE. late Of
land was appointed Exr , Aug. 16. 1936
HOUSEKEEPER wanted to care for
VERY good buys’ Superior lumber:
Rockland, deceased. First and final ac
St. John's Church, 9 30 a. m. Sun present. The next Aid meeting will without* bond.
count pressnted for allowance by Vora Matched pine boards; novelty pine eld: nice home. TEL. 1222 or 108-W 112-tf
FLORENCE R. DAMON, late of Rockt
yFE insurance protection,
in dollar volume and in numbers Nye Bemis, Admx. d.b n., c.t
a.
day. Holy Eucharist; 7.30 p. m. be Sept. 21 at the heme of ' .•
.
____
*hg: also best seasoned framing lumber
WORK promptly done. All sorts of
land dercased
Harry L. Richards of
of people covered, reached record high levels in theTnited
oV^e^rson.^ Sor^SeM work, electrical service, wiring, parcels
Thompson.
Rockland was appointed Exr,, Aug. 16,
Evensong.
or
goods carried, repairing painting;
Mrs. Jtalph Simmons of Hatchet 1938. without bond.
»« during
(liirinfl 1947.
I final account presented___
for___
allowance I
l07«nx
107*115 work promptly and well done at rea
States
1937,
Baptist Church. Bible School at
EUGENE R KILLERAN. late of Ansonable
cost. W. W. STRONG. Tel.
WHITE
Mountain refrigerator ice
Life insurance in force at the end of 1937 approximated iby Willlam H- Robinson. Admr
9.45; morning worship at 11. The Cove and infant son have returned dover, New Jersey, deceased. Fred L.
111*113
??X' lar(re s!ze. fine condition. TEL 19-W. Rockland.
$110,000,000,000.
This
amount
is
$5,334,000,000
greater
than
'
Ro^™™de£^J
A
nrs^oJiV
pre
home
after
being
cared
for
at
the
i
Killeran
of
Cushing
was
appointed
186-R . 64 Summer St., city
anthem "Fear Not. O Israel" (Max
SPIRITUAL reading by mall. Ques
I Admr . Aug. 16. 1938. without bond.
sented for allowance by Lincoln- Alli
tion answered. Dally Guide. Send 28c.
i IOUELLA T BARTLETT, late of the $104,666,000,000 in effect at the
Fpicker). incidental soloists. Miss Thompson Nursing home.
ance Bank and Trust Comnny ot New
GEO JONEIS. Dlxmont, Me
110*112
Mrs. Geneva Thompson is caring Hope, deceased. E’lorence L. Coombs end ot 1936. It outdistances the and self-reliance of Americans, York, N. Y . Admr. C. T A.
Margaret L. Simmons. Mrs. Grace
WE are prepared to make your wool
t P. rkland was appointed Admx.. Aug. 1929 total of $103,146,000,090 by whose belief in the institution of
SOUTH
LIBERTY
MARGAREri E. KANE, late
Into yarn. Write for prices. Also yarn
M. Strout, Alfred M. Strout, Ray for her father John Fales who is 16. 1S33. and quallfild by filing bond about seven per cent. Furthermore life insurance is so deep-rooted that ofESTATE
Rockland, deceased. First and final
for sale. H. A. BARTLE7TT, Harmony.
on same date.
the 1937 insurance protection is although this country comprises account presented for allowance by
mond K. Greene.; "God is a Spirit" seriously ill in Cushing.
104-115
Mrs . Inez Leigher, Bernard Maine.___________
FRANK E JONES, late of Rockland, more than 55 per cent greater than less than seven per cent of the Ixtuls W. Bosse. Admr.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett deceaed.
iBennett); offertory solo. "Hand
Joseph W Robinson of
I,AWN mowers sharpened, called for
ESTATE MAROARET E. KANE late Leigher, Herbert Fuller and Mrs
the $71,689,000,000 of life insur world's population our citizens own
R
«
k.und
was
appointed
Exr
.
Aug.
16.
delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARD
in Hand’ (Johnson). Mrs. Hilda S. who were guests of her parents for I(>38 nd qualified by filing bond Aug ance in force in the United States more than 70 per cent of the world's of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Lyndia Jewett were Rcckland visi and
WARE CO . Rockland.
105-tf
Distribution presented by Louis W.
life insurance.
at the end of 1925.
Keyes. This is the concluding a few days, have returned to Thom 17, 1938.
Basse. Admr
tors last Saturday.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
“United States, Canada and
MAUDE E. GRANT, late of Vlnal“This $110,000,000,000 of life in
ESTATE WTIJJAM T COBB, late of
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
service in the 14-year pastorate of aston.
li'Y.en, dereaxed. Birdie M Mills of
Rockland, deceased. First and final
Mrs. Gertie Peaslee and son Fred solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
Miss Nellie Davis is teaching Vinalhaven was appointed Exx . July surance in force,” declares the Na Great Britain, the three nations in account presented for allowance by
Rev. Herbert S. Kilborn.
105-tf
this troubled world which best ex- M„th.
„„„
erick and Mrs. Harry Osborn of Jef
19. 1938, and qualified by filing bond tional Committee for Life Insur
Federated Church: Sunday School school at Dutch Neck.
ance Education, "has been taken emplify belief in democracy and j Admxs. d b n., c.t a.
July 20. 193S.
ferson were callers Sunday at Mr.
at 945 a. m.; morning worship at
HERBERT N BRAZIER late of Rock- out through 133,000,000 policies, individual liberty, lead the rest ' estate melvin e. wotton. late
a record number. Since the popu of the world in per capita owner- I of Kockland. deceased First and final and Mrs. E. A. Leigher’s.
por:
dccea.'d.
Clara
W.
Brazier
of
11. The sermon subject "The Min
SOUTH THOMASTON
Rockport was appointed Exx . Aug. 16. lation of this country approximates ship of life insurance.”
,
WoTton^Ex^’' allowance by
W. R. Cole was in Liberty recent
1938. and qualified by filing bond Aug. 129,000.000, there are more life
istry of Silence." The anthems.
For a Limited Time Only
.
„
ESTATE MARY C BARRETT, late of ly on business.
17, 19.8.
Miss
Bernice
Newborg.
John
Newinsurance policies than there are
Life insurance payments often Hope, deceased Pe.ltlon for Perpetual
•• Our All 'in All” (Holton). Tlie
ELIZABETH C. URQUHART. late of people in this country. Unfortun are regarded as an expense, while '
of Burial tot. presented by Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Bowes were
Epworth League will meet at 6 borg, and Mark Newcombe have re- Vlnalhaven. deceased. Rose U. Condon ately, however, every man, woman in fact they are installment payT A
Upper Darby. Pennsylvania was ap
callers
Sunday at Jesse Rhodes.'
p. m. The subject for the service turned to Arlington Heights. Mass.. of
ments
on
a
valuable
asset
of
the
Hope.
d?^ex/u
P.
m?'Lteen^
and
child
in
this
country
does
not
pointed Admx.. Aug. 16. 1938. without
at 7, is “An Opponent of the Way.” after spending the summer at Miss bond Leslie B. Dyer of Vlnalhaven own a life insurance policy because future.
to Sell certain Re 1 E tate, situated ln
Robert
Overlock and Bernard
was appointed Agent In Maine.
--------said Hope and ft Ily described ln said
owners of insurance total only
_______________ ________________ Newborg's cottage here.
ELIZABETH WILSON FISHER, late 64.000,000, or about half of the
Life insurance is bought in con- j sonltA<tmxPrc*T€A by Edna M' Pay' Leigher were Portland visitors
Miss Helen Sleeper has returned of Philadelphia Pa., deceased. E Mc
templation of future payments. It ‘ HELEN T. WATTS, late of Thomas- Tuesday.
Watters. Laura Reeve, and Flor- population.
to Bridgewater, Mass., to resume Lain
“Although life insurance protec is money for future delivery, hut, ton. deceased. Wlll and Petition for
i nee Sibley, all of said Philadelphia,
Mrs. Ella Grinnell called on Mrs. A clean smooth sheet, for busi
teaching in the State Teachers' In were appointed Exrs., August 16. 1938. tion is owned by about every other as the depression well showed, also Probate thereof, asking that the same Lyndia Jewett recently.
ness—for school—for typewriter.
may be proved and allowed and that
1 id qualified by filing bond Aug. 29. person in the United States, the is money for present use.
stitute.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Lucy A.
1S‘38 EJward K. Gould of Rockland average ‘coverage’ or protection
Ruel
Orff
made
a
visit
Wednes

Clark
of
Thomaston,
she
being
the
Ex

was
appointed
Agent
ln
Maine.
Miss Elizabetli Till went Wednes
per policyholder is small — only
Cost of traffic deaths in the Uni ecutrix named ln said Will, without day in tliis place.
SHAPIRO, late of Rockland,
day to Boston where she has a po de:CELIA
eased. Esther M. Shapiro of Rock slightly more than $1,700. With ted States during 1937 was put at bond.
ESTATE BERTHA M. ROBBINS, late
land was appointed Admx., Aug. 30. half of the population owning no $3,700,000,000 by the National Safe
sition as dental nurse.
for 500 sheet package
1938, and qualified by filing bond on life insurance policies and with ty Council, which reported such of Roekport, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that F. Win
Mrs. Frances Norton who has same date.
•
the other half of the population deaths totaled 39,700. This $3,700,- field Robbins of Rockport, or seme
We Do Not Break Packages
ALFRED M. STROUT
MARIA KARLSON. late of Rockland, ‘protected' by only $1,700 of life 000,000 is 49.6 per cent greater, ac other suitable person be appointed
been a surgical patient at Knox
Mail
Orders Filled—15c Extra
deceased. Alfred Karlson of Rockland
Admr , without bond.
Hospital, has returned home.
Insurance
was appointed Admr. C. T. A.. Aug 16. insurance per policyholder, the cording to the National Committee
Witness, HARRY E WILBUR. Enquire
United
States
has
not
been
‘
over

for
Life
Insurance
Education,
than
1938
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
Aug.
Miss Barbara Mitchell has re
Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Fire, Automobile, and Allied Lines
31. 1938.
sold’ on life insurance.
the $2,473,845,521 market value de County, Rockland, Maine.
turned to Portland after spending
Attest:
Attest:
‘‘While these figures are not as cline of all motor shares listed on
THOMASTON, MAINE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
CHARLES L. VEAZIE.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE,
I the summer with her parents, M
large as they should be, they are the New York Stock Exchange dur
lOOStf
i
Register. nevertheless a tribute to the thrift ing 1937.
Register.
and Mrs. James Mitchell.
,
106-S-112
. _
106-S-112
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WANTED

TO LET

FOR SALE

I MISCELLANEOUS !

YOUR

LIFE

INSURANCE

y

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8’/2xll
Yellow Second
Sheet

Advertising In
THIS
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Is a
Good Investment

Only 37c
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AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

OCl ETY
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Ogilvie, son I
Kent and daughter Barbara and
Miss Elizabeth Ogilvie were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
L. Anderson, Talbot avenue, en
route to their home in Wollaston,
Mass., after a summer spent at
Criehaven.

Mrs Prank Prescott and son Stan
ley are spending a few days in
Eoston.
At the height of the summer
_____
season there are many visitors in
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney of
Rockland and vicinity, and The
J Belmont, Mass., who have been
Courier-Gazette Ls very glad to
.‘pending a few days at their Crawchronicle them. To this end will
' ford Lake camp, were dinner guests
you kindly send the names of
1 Wednesday of Dr. and Mrs. William
your guests to this office, or noti
! Ellingwood.
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Orange street, telephone 873-R. i Mrs. E D. Logan, who has been
We will greatly appreciate it.
! spending two weeks with Mrs.

SUMMER VISITORS

Miss Cora Hall entertained at
cards Tuesday at the cottage of her
brother, George Hall, at Megunti
cook Lake. The guests were Mr.
and Mrs. John Coffey of Waldo
boro, Mrs. R. J. Andrews and Mrs.
Mina Rines of Warren.

Daley, has returned to her home in
Brunswick.

Albert Smith son of William
Smith has returned home for school
after a summer's visit with his
grandfather Levi Keizer.

A group of Rockland folk motored
Miss Helen Delano is visiting to Thomaston Thursday night,
friends and relatives in Connecticut where they surprised Nicholas Anzalone on his 21st (?» birthday. The
and New York.
host was presented with a large cake,
Henry Marsh and family of Rum beautifully decorated and bearing
ford come tomorrow to be the guests his name and greetings, and an en
of Mr. Marsh's parents, Mr. and graved leather bill-fold. Bright fall
flowers decorated the table, the 15
Mrs. Albert R. Marsh.
guests making a merry time after
Mrs. Olive P. levensaler of Med dinner.

ford, Mass., is tlie guest of Mr. and
Mrs. S. W. Delano.

Richard Ellingwood has returnad
from a nine weeks' trip to Europe,
in the course of which he visited nine
Mi. and Mrs. Walton Oxton of
countries.
Miltc^i, Mass., are making their an
nual summer visit at William GregMr. and Mrs. T. J. Sweeney, who
orys. A picnic at Sherman's Point, have been residing in Boston, are
has been one pleasant feature of guests of Mrs. Sweeney's parents,
their stay thus far.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Walker, prior

George W. C. Drexel and family,
with their guests, passed through
the city this week enroute from
their summer home at Dark Harbor
to Philadelphia. There were 28 in
the party.

to locating in this vicinity.

Mrs. Flora Fernald was hostess
to Chummy Club this week, at an
evening of cards, with Mrs. Frank
Fields and Mrs. Herbert Mullen win
ning honors.

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Gadapee of
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow who has
been at her North Haven summer St. Johnsbury. Vt, have been
estate, leaves Sunday night for guests for a few days of Mr. and
Englewood. N. J. Her son Dwight, Mrs. Harold Whitehill.
recently returned from Europe, left
Miss Ethel Smith has returned
the island Thursday.
home from her summer's vacation
Miss Marion Marshall entertained with her aunt and uncle, Mr? and
Tuesday night at a miscellaneous Mrs. Edwin Keizer Pleasant street.

shower in honor of Miss Vivian
Mullen. There were three tables
of bridge. Guests were Misses Bar
bara Orff. Eleanor Look, Shirley
Stickney, Vera Thompson, Dolly
Williamson, Ruth Marston. Helen
Withee, Louise Waldron, Marion
Mullen, Nathalie Waldron and Mrs.
Allard Pierce.

Chapin Class had a picnic this
week with Mr. and Mrs. George L.
St. Clair at Crescent Beach. 34
members and husbands partaking of
an excellent picnic supper. Games
were a feature of the evening. The
final picnic of the season will be
held Sept. 27; further particulars
will appear.

Steve Accardi is visiting at his
Miss Gladys Chapman Ls visiting
home on Trinity street.
her aunt Mrs. S. L. Swett in Ded
ham, Mass.
Mrs. Annie M. Pole of Allerton,
Mass., is spending the weekend as
Mrs. Margaret Robinson is at
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Stonington where she was called
Flint.
by the death of her sister, Mrs.
Sarah K. Small.
Thc Methodist Women's Foreign
Missionary Society met Thursday in
Dr. William Ellingwood is in Chi_ the church parlors and elected as | cago, called to a special delegates
officers: President, Mrs. Edith meeting of the American Medical
Tweedie; vice president, Mrs. Ella Association.
Lurvey; treasurer. Mrs. Ruth El. lingwood; secretary, Miss Ruth
Mrs. E. F. Ehlert of Melrose High
Rogers; superintendent of litera lands. Mass., has been spending thc
ture. Mrs. Vincie Clark; superin ! week with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
tendent of standard bearers, Mrs. Wall.
Lorita Bicknell; superintendent of
Louis H. Johnson and family of
Little Light Bearers, Mrs. Lena
Stevens; superintendent of mite Madison, N. J., are at Pleasant
boxes, Mrs. Minnie Rogers. Sketches Beach for a fortnight's stay.
were read from the “Friend” by
Miss Pearl Smith has returned
Mrs. Ella Lurvey and Mrs. Lena de
home
from a seven weeks vacation
Rochemont. A vocal solo was given
with
Mrs.
Jennie Billings, Stoning
by Miss Faith Lurvey, accompan
ied by Mrs. Mary Littlehale. Re ton, and also a week's vacation with
freshments and social hour com her cousin Miss Phyllis Young of
Bath where she spent a wonderful
pleted the session.
summers vacation. She is the
raises arranged, steamship tick* daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
to all parts of the world. M. F. Smith of Camden street.

ejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
I-J. Rocklad
16-S-tf

COLONIAL
THEATRE,

BELFAST, ME.

WED.-TIIURS., SEPT. 21-22
Matinees at 2.15 and 4 P. M.
Evenings at 7.00 and 000 P. M.
NO ONE UNDER 16
ADMITTED
Unless Accompanied By
An Adult

A Thrilling and Daring Picture!

The Miracle of Birth!

SHOWING IN FULL DETAIL

CHILDBIRTH
„5o” A BABY
IS BORN
112-113

Mr. and Mrs. Victor Pelletier and
three children of Providence. R. I,
Ernest Pelletier and Miss Pauline
Foster of Boston, Mrs. Anna Gray,
George Gray and Mrs. Florida
Micharm and family of Waltham,
Mass., James Bailey and Harvey
Chase of Lawrence, Mass., were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vesper
Grover at the Blake farm in West
Rockport.

ter Contest At the Wor
cester Festival
Maine housewives are preparing
to prove to skeptical husbands that
they can bake apple pies “like
mother used to make.”
The reaso t for the feverish ac
tivity on the apple pie front, the
Maine ‘ Development Commission
said, is an apple pte contest to be
held at the State House. Tuesday,
6ept. 20. at three o’clock during
which Maine's champion pie baker
will be picked.
The winner of Tuesday's contest,
Commission officials said, will be
given a free trip by the New Eng
land Apple Festival committee to
Worcester. Mass., Oct. 10, there to
compete with other state winners
for prizes of $200, $100 and $50 and
to be crowned queen of New Eng
land's pie makers.
«
Judges selected by the Commis
sion to ponder the merits of the
State's pie makers are Miss Mary
Hill, Home Economics Instructor.
Cony High School, Augusta; Mrs.
Horton Flynt, Augusta; Mrs. Ar
thur Beckett, East Winthrop. All
three are recognized experts in the
difficult art of making Maine's
favorite dessert.
Competitors in this vicinity are
asked to bring their pies to the
Commission offices Tuesday. Oth
ers may ship their entries in.
Cecil B. DeMille’s latest star discovery, lovely Evelyn Keyes of Atlanta,
Professional cooks and those
plays the feminine lead in “Sons of the Legion," the American youth under 18 are not eligible to com
diama. MLss Keyes is teamed wtih Tim Holt, another promising young pete. Men. however, provided they
player.—adv.
are amateurs, and have the neces
sary courage, may compete with the
Miss Florence W. Glover of Oak
women entrants.
•
OVER WELL WORN ROAD
land. Calif., was guest of Miss S.
Elizabeth Nash, Granite street, after “M.S.B.” Notes Matters Of Inter
RAZORVILLE
a vacation spent in Camden. She
est On Trip From Boston
Mrs. Abbie Cramer and Edith
returned Friday to Oakland.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— Overlock attended church Sunday
Travel in fancy with me down to In Jefferson.
Mrs. Verna Thomas of the Chis
holm Spa force, leaves Monday for Boston from Maine; the road has Mr. Loomis who has been in
a weeks vacation. Mrs. Jane Crouse been traveled up so much it is all Maine for a few days, returned
and Miss Barbara Jordan who have worn out. On a recent bus trip to Sunday to Washington, D. C.
been convalescing from surgical op that city. I noticed among other Mrs Maud Howard went Friday
erations, return to the Spa next things, a pure white kitten. If The to Rockland with Mr. and Mrs. Odell
week.
Black Cat is treated as well as that Bowes.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cummins
ence, he will never lack for atten
are
visiting at the home of Viram
tion.
Mrs. William H. Weed has re
Flowers were in bloom along the Cummins.
turned from Winthrop. Mass., where
Edith Overlock was hostess Sun
she was guest of her aunt, Mrs. way, including sun flowers, goldenrod, petunias, zinnia, hydrangeas day to friends from Augusta.
Fred E. Drew,
and velvet pinks. A pet fawn in a
Mrs Hattie Wentworth passed
yard which I passed acted as Sunday with her sister. Mrs. Ripley.
Miss May Bedard who has been |
though he would like to go free.
I Friends of the Howard Jermyns
visiting her aunt Mrs. E. Howard
My seatmate was a woman from arc occupying their cottage at HcadCrockett, has returned to Fitchburg,
the town of my childhood and we I of-the-Lake.
Mass.
were soon chatting freely as she
• • • •
knew many of my friends and ac
First Farrar Reunion
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rollins have quaintances. On arrival in Park
The home of Mrs. Carrie (Farrar)
returned from a brief vacation spent Square. I motored to Kenberma Clark was the scene of a joyful
in Milton. Mass. Mrs. Rollins en watching the day fade and the gathering Sunday when the Farrar
joyed a special interview with her stars and full moon appear. In family met in reunion for the first
former teacher. George IPratt Maxim Weymouth is the “Unique Drive-in time. Silas Bowler of Palermo was
of the Faelton Pianoforte School re Theatre” which accommodates 500 j chosen moderator and these officers
garding new fall teaching ideas.
cars.
were elected: Silas Bowler, presi
Kenberma overlooks Hull Bay dent Charles W. Clark of Hyde
where the Nantasket boats ply be Park, Mass., vice president; Lotta F.
MARTINSVILLE
tween Boston and that pleasure re Jones, secretary; Jennie Humes of
sort. The beach has been filled Stickney Corner, treasurer; Edwina
Pastor Stuart will speak Sunday with pleasure seekers and others
F. Thurston of Portland, historian;
at 10.30 in the Church on the Ridge have fished inland or far out among
Edna Brann. Mary Humes, Elton
from the topic “A Life of Com its waters. Across the bay can be
; Clark, entertainment committee.
munion With God.” The message seen the Rest Hospital for veterans.
The officers are direct descendants
will be followed by the observance
Vacation time is drawing to a of Worster and Elmira (Clark) Far
of the Lord's Supper. The Bible close and soon all will be quiet along
rar.
School will convene at 11.30. The the waterfront.
M. S. B.
A bountiful picnic dinner was en
evening service will be held in the
Rockland, Sept. 14.
joyed after which the business
Baptist chapel at Port Clyde. The
meeting was held. Pictures were
mid-week prayer service |Will be
taken and much social chat in
Wednesday night. The church has
dulged. A register with the names
called a council to examine the
of those present revealed that “Aunt
pastor in view of ordination, which
Carrie" was the oldest; and Rhoda
will convene in the church Sept. 23
Brann. six weeks, the youngest.
at 2 30 p. m. It is expected that
Guests were present from Hyde
there will be an ordination service
Park, Mass., Readfield, Augusta
in the church Friday at 7 o’clock;
South Palermo, Portland and Wash
to this service the public is invited.
ington.
It was voted to meet in this com
VINAL HAVEN h ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
munity next August.

Home-Eyes!

Rockland, Me.
Effective September 16. 193?
Eastern standard Time
Swan's Island Line
Read Down
.
P. M.
A. M.
Arr. 5.40
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
Lv. 4.40
7.00 Lv. Stonington,
Lv. 3.25
g.00 Lv. North Haven,
Lv. 2.13
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Vinal Haven Line
P. M.
A. M.
Arr. 3.30
8.00 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Lv. 2.15
9.15 Arr. Rockland,
Reed Cn
111-tf

“Gin COTTAGE”

FOR SALE
Located At Wildwood

Ballard Park, Rockport

Time To Have Your

Winter Garments
Cleaned and Pressed
AT

AMB’S
Specialists in Cleaning

Velvet Dresses - Suede Coats
Drapes - Curtains - Blankets

Suits

Coats

-

301 Main St, Rockland

Phone 69

112*lt

PORT CLYDE

H-O-L-L-Y-W-O-O-D-’-S
R-A-D-I-0 R-O-U-N-D-E-R
By Chuck Cochard

With the preview this week of dramatic actress and will not sing
“Boystown," a brand new idea in in her next- two pictures. Tlie
first is "The Girl From Brooklyn.'
motion pictures has been discovered. A very poor move on her part—
Here is a picture so unusual and she may regret it.
Columbia Studio's ace stylist,
with such a very clean story that
Robert Kalloch asks me to tell every
those persons who have always ad woman to be careful of the new
vocated "motion pictures can b? hair styles on the top of the head
educational as well as entertaining” with those tiny hats. “The new
will have plenty to base their argu tiny hats so much in vogue, and the
upswept hair styles present a grave
ments upon. "Boystown" is one of
problem to every woman who at
the grandest bits of entertainment tempts to emulate them, particu
of the year and educational as well. larly if she does not make a com
"Boystown” has and will start plete change in some of her habits
similar movements based on the such as the way she holds her
head," Kalloch warned.
original Boystown founded by
Most unusual studio call during
Father Flanagan in Nebrasa, who
the week was made by Warners
says “There are no bad boys.” Even
when word was sent out for 125 sixHollywood is planning a similar In
teen-year-old girls, who look their
stitution. Every city could do well age. to appear in “Password to
to start a movement for the financ Larkspur Lane," first of the Nancy
ing and erection of these grand pro Drew series. Requirement? are
natural hair and no make up.
jects.
Sigrid Gurie, that star of "Marco
Polo" and "Algiers” recently found
herself a “girl without a country”
when she applied for a pas;port.
She was signed to go to London to
take the lead in Alexander Korda's
production of “Burmese Silver."
The United States Immigration
service officials have advised her
that they cannot give her a passport
because she is not cn American
citizen. At the time of her birth in
Brooklyn, her Norwegian parents
were vacationing in America. Now
Goldwyn has asked his writers to
prepare a story for her called "A
Woman Without a Country.”
In addition to the “Jones Family'
and “Judge Hardy” family series,
two new family pictures have start
ed. The “Higgins Family” with
Gleasons in starring roles and the
"Hedley Family” starring Ralph
Morgan.
Alice Faye is being groomed a

Mrs. James Tolman
97*39

COMIQUE

Fred MacMurray was born in
Kankakee. Illinois, on Aug. 30 . . .
He is 30 years old . . . Quit college
after one year to learn to play tiltsaxophone . . . Came to Hollywood
and joined California Collegians
orchestra . . . Made screen test for
Paramount in April, 1934 ... He is
6 feet, 3 inches tall, weighs 18i
pounds, has dark brown hair and
brown eyes.

SUND’Y-MOND’Y-TUESD’Y-WEDNESD’Y
•„a 3°V®

SEPT. 18-19

MONDAY-TUESDAY

Love Finds
with

LEWIS STONE

t

JUDY GARLAND

INDOWS, because they are en
Here come the Heroes of 1938!
tering points for light, are
I •'‘O'
really the eyes of the home and are
the first part of the room to he
seen by anyone entering. So they
should always be well dressed and
that is especially important to con
sider now since entertaining in
doors will be the favorite pastime
In homes for many months to come.
As glamour spreaders, lace net
curtains are tops. There are flocks
of tempting Dew American designs,
all light, open-weave lace patterns.
And they’re as practical for wear
and for washing as they are pretty.
Hang them alone, or combine
them with plain or patterned drap! eries, and watch the entire home
take on a new personality.
TODAY

W

DEAD THE ADS

Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Coombs re
turned Thursday to Washington,
D. C„ after passing the summer at
the Hall homestead.
Miss Betty Clark was dinner guest
Friday of Mrs. Thomas Farley.
Mrs. Mary Hall was a visitor
Thursday at Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Halls.

RYTEX

CINEMA
Printed Stationery
You’ll go “cinematic” when you
use RYTEX CINEMA Printed
Stationery . . . thc favorite sta
tionery of the aeters, actresses,
producers, writers and social
leaders.

September Only
100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

$1.00
Postage 15c Extra

T

NOW PLAYING
“LITTLE TOUGH GUY”

with
“DEAD END KIDS”

THREE MESQUITEERS
“HEROES OE THE IIILLS”

PARK

GLEN COVE

You'll like its “hand made"
appearance ... its deckled sheets
and envelopes ... its smooth
writing surface ... its low price.

CAMDEN

SUNDAY-MONDAY,

In the Baptist chapel Sunday
afternoon J. Wesley Stuart will
speak at 2 o'clock on the topic "A
Life of Communion With God." Tlie
Sunday Sciiool will meet at 3. Tlie
evening service wil be at 7. and the
pastor will take as subject "All
Things are Yours.” Tlie weekly
prayer service will be Thursday
night.
1____________

Jon Hall of "Hurricane fame
goes to London to play the lead in
“The Thief of Bagdad" . . . With
Eddie Cantor’s 20th Century-Fox
contract mi the waste paper basket,
Jack Haley, Adolph Menjou, and
Arleen Whalen will make his pic
ture “The Average Man” . . Doro
thy Lamour will be co-starred with
Jack Benny in "Man About Town"
... If plans are ironed out, Rochelle
Hudson will do the title role in th?
film series of the famous comic
strip "Blondie.”

ROCKVILLE, ME.

MICKEY ROONEY

READ THE ADS

Baking Apple Pies
Maine’s Champion Will En

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sawyer of
Presque Isle are weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hoch.
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett an!
J granddaughter, Barbara Grover,
have returned to their home on
I North Main street after spending
the summer at the Blake Farm,
West Rockport. Barbara came Wed
nesday from Boston, where she
visited relatives for a few days.

Page Seven

Koctland

Tel. 8W

Shows:
Ev’g,
Cont.
2.15

Matinee 2;
6.45, 8.45
Saturday
to 10.45 .

Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Envelopes
. . . Blue. Black. Brown or Red
Ink.
Delightfully smart colors
of paper . . . Studio brown . . .
Camera blue . . . Filin grey.

For home or school, or for
gifts.
On sale for September
Only!

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rocklanci Courier-Gazette. Saturday, September 17, 1938
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for the moment and you've got to
' hold him by some means. You've
PERSONALITIES 1(1(1105
never failed yet. When any break(Continued from Page One)
j
Jup comes it’s always on your part.
No man has ever got the best of
you yet. You know what you want, Starrett, Oliver, carpenter, h 19
k JOHN TASKER HOWARD, A.S.C.A.P.
Ocean.
Beryl Carlson and you just go after
(By Charles Emery)
St. Clair & Allen (A. P. St. Clair. N.
It . . .")
B. Allen) confectionery manufac
"Thank you—and now if you'll
turers and jobbers. 50 Sea.
-- 1
A Musical Nationalist
All her life she'd had her own affair was always going on at the make known what yoyr mother calls St. Clair. Arthur W . student, h 30
North Main.
iy Gladys Si. Clair Heistad
you?”
way. Oh. of course now and again time
St. Clair. Asa P.. (St. Clair & Allen)
"Oh, she's called me all sorts of
Wholesale confectioners, Sea, h
people had tried to interfere, butj The piece also gave her an idea.
| “You Came To My Rescue” sug things. My name is Beryl Carlson,
22 Rockland.
Remembering both the talent and and sells the fur of her White An
they'd never got very far. When gested
gested thlng^_things that might but she has a good many names for St. Clair, Daniel (Superintendent
charm of the late Walter Smith, goras at $4.50 a pound. Who is the
Glover Co..) h rear 593 Main.
she'd been a little girl all she'd had J cause a handsome stranger you'd me."
St. Clair, Etta L., school teacher,
famous bandmaster and cornetist, girl—none other than Helen Jepson.
to do was stamp her foot and tear just met to take an increasing Mj"Did she ever try calling you
h 22 Rockland.
I was interested in a letter appear of the Metropolitan Opera Com
St. Clair. |Mrs. Fannie, h 594 Main.
Brat? . . .”
at her hair and to quiet her every- terest in you.
ing recently in the Boston Post from pany. one of the world's great so
The breakers out there were They wiled away a good part of St. Clair. Fenno, blacksmith, h 53
one gave in. To quiet her. everyone
Cedar.
a North Carolina man summering pranos.
pretty
large and even if they didn't the afternoon upon the sands and St. |Clair. George L„ (St. Clair &
• • • •
said: "All right, Beryl, darling." or
in Nantasket. In part it read:
actually
sweep
you
off
your
feet
after a few hours or so became quite
Allen) h 22 Rockland.
A complete edition of the works
“Although a Southerner. I have
"Yes, yes, Beryl, dear." or “Just
and cast you beneath the surface, restless. Michael suggested a game St. Clair. II. M.. pressman, h 37
enjoyed the cool breezes of the of Pier Luigi Palestrina will soon be
this once I'll give in to you .. . Mind,
Main.
you could pretend they did so that 0( tennis and Beryl agreed that she
Massachusetts coast for several sea published in Rome. The editor in
St. Clair, Lena L.. clerk Fuller
just this once . .
an
exciting
man
you
had
inveigled
thought
the
suggestion
a
good
one.
& Cobb, h 53 Cedar.
sons. Always a lover of fine bands Raffaele Casimiri. The new publi
When a girl in high school she'd
into going in with you would feel Michael was very pleased with the St. Clair. Thomas J., shoe maker
I have given this section the prefer cation will take advantage of the
always told her teachers and class
and repairer, 474 Main, h 30
strong and mighty . . .
game she played, although she
ence, on account of being able to latest research, and will exclude all
mates where to get off. And then
North Main.
didn't
beat
him.
Because
she
lost
I
They
had
progressed
about
three
hear the great musical organiza the works hitherto falsely attri
Stearns, Wm. E.. brakeman, L. R.
she'd stroll away with that mad
hundred yards out, swimming close- the game. Beryl was more deter
R. R. h Ulmer.
tions of Boston However, this sum buted to Palestrina. The edition
dening air of indifference to what,
t
ever their replies might be The> slde by?lde: when Ber>'1 “id mined than ever to prove to herself Steele, .Wm., stevedore, h 66 Ran
mer at Nantasket, I have been will be in 34 volumes and will be
kin.
! hoarsely “I feel a sort of pain in that this man was just as dumb as
thoroughly disgusted with the poor published ln chronological order.
replies, if any, usually ran to the
Stetson, Allen W, barber, 475 Main,
I
think
perhaps
we'd
!
all
the
others.
She
had
no
intenbds (Savoy Hotel.
music provided at this resort, where In order to render the music easier
effect that "Sooner or later you’ll ' my side
back—that is if you tions of letting a chance like that Stetson. Chas. G.. brakeman, L. R.
in the past, some of the greatest for modern use the G and F clefs
get yours. Beryl Carlson." or “Your better turn
R. R.. h 44 Thomaston.
I get away from her. “I'll show him
will be used throughout the edition
bands cf the country have played.
time will come!" or “Sometime,, don t mind.”
.
Stetson, Mrs. Cora E„ h 44 Thomas
"With hopes all but dissipated. I instead of the clefs used in Pales
someone or something is going t0 j “Want me to carry you in?” off- UP >'et- she kePt thinking. It may ton.
take awhile, but I'll do it."
Stetson, Mira S., student, h 44
took another chance, and listened to trina's day.
get the best of you. Beryl Carlson, ered the young man, quickly.
Thomaston.
“
No
—
I'm
—
all
right
—
"
You
acted
j
They had supper together at an
Carleton Smith, radio commenta
the concerts of Aug. 27 and 28; upon
and I only hope I'm going to be j
OHN TASKER HOWARD,
'old inn on some lonesome road out Stevens. Benjamin F., h 130 Main.
there
to
see
it
li
”
’
brave
about
some
terrible
thing
Inquiry I learned that they were tor for Lewisohn Stadium concert'-,
A.S.C.A.P., interpreter of current
Stevens, Chas. W. ,kiln tender, h 15
Merely ignoring them or wrink- 1 that was happening to you and it side of Hampton and returned late
being played by none other than the tells some delightful off-stage yarns trends in American musical culture,
Pink.
occupies
an
outstanding
position
ling up her nose or puckering her made them admire you beyond be- :in the evening for the dance at the Stevens, James E.. bookkeeper,
original radio band of the late Wal about many of the people in the
among contemporary men of music.
Thorndike & Hix, h 22 Masonic.
ter Smith. Although a spirit of I world's news. He tells this of Mary
lips at them usually served as an lief—"No, really its going to be beach. Before it was half over, J Stevens,
Author, composer, pianist, lecturer,
J F., physician. 320 Main.
sadness prevailed, the band was | Garden:
radio speaker, he constantly reveals
adequate reply to such hopeful ex- ah right It just ■hurts—hurts a— B<’r>'1 sald: “T {eel like taking a
bds St. Nicholas Hotel.
swim,
late
as
it
is.
The
beach
is
■
a
spirited
nationalism
born
ot
pride
ably led by his son, who also played
"After a matinee when Mary GarStevens. John A., master mariner,
pressions. It was as good as saying. |a httle . . .
crowded tonight. How about you
h 57 Pacific.
some of his father's famous trumpet den had given an incomparable in the achievements of native
"Ho. ho. That's what you think'
It was while he was turning about, J 4
American musicians.
Stevens. Horace M„ kiln tender, h
No one will get the best of Beryl to face the shoreline that she,and.1 ta ng another dip?
solos. Another bit of pathos was performance of Debussy s “MeliHis zeal for historical accuracy
They were running down toward , 23 Lime.
evldent when the two sons of the sande,” I turned on the radio in has made hint a storm-center of
Stevens. Mabel F. h 130 Main.
Carlson, she's too clever!” Only pinched her nose and ducked under.
numerous
controversies.
It
was
his
the
water's edge again. Michael: Steward. Oliver R„ quarryman, h
her suite. Amos 'n Andy were then
late bandmaster played a duet.
it was much more effective for it He saw her Just as she popped up
personal effort that finally settled
ran out into the breakers and dove
10 Lisle
“The members of the Smith band in the first flush of their fame, and the dispute over the birthplace of
implied that she hadn't the time and heard her gasp for breath.
Stewart. Geo. T„ postal clerk, bds
while
Beryl
lingered
at
the
edge
of
Stephen Foster, and indicated the work, and the writing of books and
look as though they had just left they fascinated her
He said. "Great Scott, be sensible
to bother speaking with them.
the water, wanting to go, yet for J Rankin.
“'You know.' she said, 'what Id restored musical shrine at Pitts biographical pamphlets.
the symphony, the opera, and the
Stew’art, Jacob R. fruit and confec
“I'm afraid for you, Beryl.” her about this thing! Let me give you a
burgh
as
the
building
that
really
His “Our American Music" is a
theatre, as indeed they did. I am rather be than Melisande? Madame cradled the great American com
hand. Here, grab my shoulder. No, some unexplainable reason holding ' tionery. 354 Main, h 52 Pleasant.
mother
would
often
say.
a
nervous
standard reference work in schools
back. When Michael returned to Stewart. W. Raymond, motorman, h
told each player is a man of repu Queen!' ”
poser. Similarly he dispelled the and colleges. His library in his
not there, higher up. That's it.
light in her eyes.
her. he splashed water upon her
94 Rankin,
“
Ancther
famous
lady
of
the
myth
of
Foster's
having
written
tation. a teacher, soloist, or leader.
Glen Ridge. New Jersey, home is
“You needn't be. '—this reply, al Now you just lie still and I'll take
Stinson. Willard, employed Eastern
"My Old Kentucky Home” In Bards rich with rare historical documents
and
called
her
a
“
scared
cat"
and
They certainly did not look as if opera was Schumann-Heink. the town. Kentucky.
Tel. Co., h over 41 Ocean.
ways—“You needn't be. I can take you in until you can walk it.”
bearing on the development of mu
refused to swim with her because I St. Nicholas Hotel. 291 Main,•Emery
they Just washed up in some fac best showman I have ever known.
“
Really,
it
’
s
—
going
—
to
be
all
His encyclopedic work, “Our sic in America.
care of myself. I know what I want
B Colcord, prop.
she had made him swim alone.
tory. coming to the beach for a I went with her to her first audition American Music.” and" his biogra
Howard's enthusiasm for modern
right!" panted Beryl. And she was
and I'm going after it."
Stone. Alvin A., carpenter, h 111
phies
of
Stephen
Foster
and
of
"171
wait
here
for
you
while
you
for
a
radio
series.
The
client
was
I
music is stimulated by his associa
weekend. I noticed also a proper
Pleasant.
The things she had wanted were thinking, "He has the broadest,
Ethelbert Kevin are permanent con tions in the American Society of
get you dip." he offered.
Stone, Elliot C.. laborer, h 38 War
distribution of instruments—not an \ dubious. 'Stille Nacht' was fa tributions to the library of Ameri Composers,
strongest
shoulders
of
any
man
I
various.
When
a
little
girl
it
had
Authors and Publishers,
ren.
excess of some, and a scarcity of miliar. even if it was the Fourth of can standard literature. His musi of which he has been a member for been a small gold bracelet and a have ever known. I can't let our Beryl said. "All right,” and ran
out into the darkness and into the I Storey, Frank B., motorman, h
July
instead
of
Christmas.
And
cal
compositions
include
orchestral
many years. More than one thou
others, in order to give someone a
meeting
come
to
a
finish
when
he
dress with puffed sleeves, when a
upper Camden.
and choral music, organ and piano sand creators ot music are Included
oncoming tide. She dove through Storer.
“The Rosary. " But he couldn t make
job
Geo. W.. calker, h 9 Robinpieces, songs, the music for Percy in this organization, founded in
high school student, it had been a gets me in shore."
up
his
mind.
Then
Schumannthe
breakers,
one
after
another,
sen place.
"In my estimation this band has
MacKaye's folk-masque, “Wake 1914 by Victor Herbert to protect
She decided on a faint. At least
pretty evening dress to wear to the
until she was swimming over her Stover. Alden A., lime burner, h
field," and many arrangements of the performing rights ot its mem
rejuvenated the musical reputation Heir.k took matters in her own
various socials and later on. a tan he'd have to stay with her long
4 State.
early American songs used in his bers' musical works.
head and then continued straight
of Boston. In North Carolina we hands.
radio broadcasts and lectures.
Howard's writing and radio broad colored roadster all her own with enough to bring her to and it might out. Soon now she'd call out to him Stover. J?s. A., truckman, h 7
“
‘
Und
I
am
sooh
glad.'
she
read
i
have better bands than many which
Holmes
Born November 30, 1890, in casts are prepared with meticulous gold initials printed upon the doors make him linger a little longer if
that she was drowning—that she Stover. Mrs. Maria H. h 8 Holmes.
have appeared at Nantasket this from the prepared script, ‘to sing
Brooklyn, New York, grand nephew care. “Hard writing makes easy
he were the sympathetic kind which
to emphasize the fact.
for you tonight, und for all de leetle
had a pain in her side. Watch him S'ream, Chas. A . rigger, h 37 Fulof a namesake who founded Ply reading” is his motto.
He has
summer."
Now a young woman of 23 she he seemed to be . . .
j ton.
• • • •
come running! Watch—
babies, und to be on dis program mouth Church of Henry Ward found that for each minute on the
Beecher fame. Howard first studied air. he spends an hour in prepara couldn't think of much else she did
"I—I think I'm going to faint,” Suddenly, through the center of Stream. Fred A., horticulturist, h
for
de
great
maker#
of
----s
babyApropos of all that has appeared
37 Fulton.
music with his mother. He left tion.
want or could use. She had about she said, and closed her eyes softly her back, she felt
sharp pain 1 Strout. Elmore E. master mariner,
in this column from time to time food. Gott bless 'em!”'
Williams College after three and
Howard has five enthusiasms—he
decided she had everything there and grew limp in his hold . . .
h 45 Crescent.
one-half years, before he completed lists his family first (he personally
“Those last words, not in the
grasping her. She tried to turn
about the Suwanee River, now we
was to have . . .
Strykker. Dorr J., manager Stan
work for his Bachelor’s degree. In teaches his daughter piano); then
On
shore
curious
onlookers
craned
script,
but
straight
from
the
heart
back
but
on
turning
half
way
it
learn that in natural amphitheatre
dard Oil Branch, h 68 Masonic
1937 the College conferred on him an come contract bridge, golf, cross
Until she met Michael Wilder
•I'their necks and gathered about the spread to her right side, rapidly
on the wooded banks of this beauti of the tired old lady, carried tha , honorary degree of Master of Arts. word puzzles and his cocker spaniel,
cor Broad.
The first time she saw him was young man in blue trunks who was c'haslng through her right lfg whlch Stuart. James J., barber. 411 Main
Brief 'experience in commerce “Tucky,” an abbreviatioi of "Ky
ful. unhurried river in North hour. The client signed.”
hardly move sh„
convinced Howard that music was Old Kentucky Home.” But the driv at Hampton Beach in New Hamp- trying to bring to the pretty blonds now she
rooms Lindsey House.
Mr. 6mith says that one of th?
Florida, a memorial is to be erected
his life work. He occupied editorial ing force ot his life is his national shire. He was sprawled face down m the yellow swim suit mostly conthe water with her flsts and Stubbs. Eugene M.. (John Bird Co.)
most
modest
and
surely
the
most
to Stephen Collins Foster, the com
posts with musical publications, ism, his work for recognition ot
h 12 Lincoln.
on the warm, glistening sands and sisting of straps and fastners. The ki<;ked her left leg hard but she Stubbs. H Roberta, h 12 Lincoln.
then began lecturing and radio American composers.
poser whose song “Old Folks at retiring of all opera singers ls Kir
before ever she glimpsed his fea- band in the grand stand was still | grew tired and the pajn grew Stubbs. Peter A., h Old County road.
Home" made famous the river he sten Flagstad. She has no press
| Studley, Benjamin C., stone cutter,
tures she knew they were molded playing “You Came To My Rescue” sharper
agent, seldom sees interviewers.
never saw.
h 14 James.
to
perfection.
What
she
could
see
and
inside
Beryl
was
laughing
mer“
Michael!
she called out into the Studley, Clara R.. h 14 James.
The proposal is to build the me She never accepts invitations to dine
of the back of his dark head and rily. Men were such silly things, darkness. “Michael!”
out,
nor
is
she
feted
ln
public
Studley. Edward A. h 14 James.
morial at White Springs, a pictur
the length of his big shoulders as Oh. to find one that didn't fall for
A sudden fear gripped her Here Studley, Fred T.. clerk, h 14 James
esque little town some 60 miles due Though she travels without maid or Some of the Interesting |
A. B. Crocker
he lay there his already bronzed the first trick you played on him! she was ln the ^idst of this deep Sukeforth, Arthur, lime trimmer, h
west at Jacksonville and within 2f secretary, she successfully eludes all
25 Sea
back exposed to the sun. told her Was there such an animal sbe dark water, the angry breakers
Things That Ezra Savage *
miles of Live Oak. one of the State's visitors, often slipping out of the
Sullivan, Annie E..
employed
this.
And
she
hadn't
been
wrong.
wondered.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
seeming to become more huge with
Mowry- & Payson, h 65 Pleasant.
Saw There
oldest North Florida communities theatre or concert hall before the
She carried with her a flimsy news
He spanked her cheeks, squeezed each incoming wave. How could Sullivan, Arthur |W., bell boy, h 19
-------My summer saunterings remind
While no definite limit has yet been audience is half out.”
Point place.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
me of a dialogue between a sum- paper which she let the light sea her hips in artificial respiration and I he see her from where he was?
set for the cost of the project, the
breeze snatch from her grasp. The muttered indistinct phrases. “Can't Even her bathing cap was dark— Sullivan Bros.. (James & Timothy
ARTHUR
T.
BLISS
estimate runs as high as $500,000.
Sullivan) grocers. 278 Main.
Today. a fair Sunday, after a fine mer visitor in Maine and an eldersea breeze picked it up and swept understand itr- won't
seem to the color of the night. And what Sullivan. Charles M., harness mak
Up in the White Springs section
chicken dinner with ice cream and ly Mtlve :
er., 483 Main, h 232 Broadway.
i it toward him. burying his head in come to . . ."
of the trick she had played on him
Funeral services for Arthur Tripp
tourists are at once impressed with
Sullivan. Ed-vard E„ lime trimmer,
'its spreaded sheets. He lifted hts
cake,
we
went
by
truck
through
8
V
"
Pardon
me
but
what
d0
and
planned
to
play
on
him
again?
the beauty of the stream. The Bliss, master printer and yachts
When, out of the corner of her
h 19 Point place.
face to brush it away and when eye, she saw a life guard approach Would he believe her this time? . . . Sullivan, Evelyn M., clerk Simoni
do in the summer time?"
Suwanee's banks are fringed witn man. w’ho died Sunday, was held Stowe, over Routes 100 and 108 °to you
e N
ton Dry Goods Co., h 22 T.
“Me? Why. I sit and read she saw how much better looking ing. she decided it was time she The pain grew more intolerable
verdure especially picturesque tt
Tuesday afternoon at his home in Mt. Mansfield and Smugglers' and smoke."
; his face was than even she had came to. so she opened her eyes with every motion she strived to Sullivan, James. (Sullivan Bros.,
the Northern eyes. Here one find
grocers. 278 Main, h 126 Broad
massive, spreading moss-beardec Winthrop Center, Mass. Burial Notch. We saw there some of the
S. V. “But you cannot do all imagined, she drew in her breath with a flutter and looking about surmount the breakers.
way.
sharply.
Sullivan, James T.. clerk, h 30 Port
oaks and tapering cypress trees was in Winthrop cemetery. The strangest freaks of nature. Sheer three all of the time. "
her slowly, her glance finally rest “Michael! Michael! Michael!”
She w-as going to make the ut ing on the new acquaintance, said Then suddenly even the lights
land.
ghostly gray in winter months and Rev. Ralph Harper, rector of St. cliffs rise over a thousand feet
E. N “I callate you're right. I
Sullivan , Jeremiah, kiln tender,
most
of
her
moment
back
of
the
beach,
those
bright
brilliant green in summer rains John's Episcopal Church of Win from the road on either side, one sit and smoke.”
slowly: “Did something happen to
h 30 Portland.
"I'm sorry it got away from me me? Did I fall asleep?" Then lights that lined the boulevard,
mingling with the tall, gracefu. throp, officiated.
Sullivan. Jeremiah, kiln tender, bds
side being partially ascendable by ( S. V. “But you can t smoke all !. . . I mean, that it had to disturb • suddenly
23 Lime.
palmetto palms, which seem for
'Why. I'm wet ... My seemed to have extinguished them
Mr. Bliss was one of the oldest
the time."
you like that. Newspapers are such hair
•>
selves and the pain was growing Sullivan. Jeremiah. R , clerk E E.
ever tossing their plume-like frond.- printers in Boston, retiring after a great deal of hard work. There
Simmons, h 30 Portland.
E. N. “I callate you're right. I elusive things, arent they?"
in the winds.
60 active years in 1936 with the firm were many' young people here, en- j just sit.”
. u, i, j
The life guard said: "Something less and less noticable and the water Sullivan. John, h 24 Thomaston.
She
knew
his
kind.
She
would
.
.
surprisingly
warm
though
she
still
.
Suiiivam
John E." "telegraph operajoying
the
wonderfud
sights
God
Stephen Foster, so it is told, first of A. T. Bliss <% Co., which he
I gave up smoking 20 years ago, stumble for words and look os in- 1 happen here'
could feel its dark depth around her., tor, h 19 Point place.
wrote “Pedee Ribber." in his song founded. Born in New Bedford, he had placed at their disposal. Up
so during the heated spell I Just sit nocent as a batch of broom straws-1 BervI smlled up at hlm: “Nothin« And then she became suddenly very Sullivan. John F. clerk, h 65 Pleas
then changed to “Swanee" because was 79 years old when he died sud here the atmospheric coloring is a
ant.
and read. I have traveled by land just as though she hadn't planned at all," she said and the life guard listless and tired and her hands
the name was more harmonious denly at Sebasco Estates in Maine
Sullivan. John W.. granite cutter,
fascinating green tint, rather than and sea in many lands, have eaten that the paper should do what it moved on down the beach.
stopped beating at the waves and j h 65 Pleasant.
The Florida Federation of Music while on vacation.
Beryl looked at the young stranger lay at her sides in surrender to the j Sullivan. John Y., laborer, h 183
the normal blue, perhaps because three meals at my own table and had done. He'd take it all in if
Clubs, the sponsor of the memorial
He leaves his widow, Grace Sher
slept in any own bed at night, "set" he were at all like the other men with the dark hair and broad shoul strength of the sea.
Pleasant.
believes that it has chosen well for man Bliss, formerly of Rockland.. the air is so clear and cool.
in my cabin on the eastern side of she had known—and men didn't ders. She wriggled a bit self-con- She felt herself going under but Sullivan. Mrs. J. C R.. milliner, 340
the site of the commemorative and several nieces and nephews. A j We drank freely from a large
Main, h 49 Pleasant.
the house in the day time and have differ—much . . .
sciously upon finding his dark eyes made nQ last effort
stay at sur. Sullivan. J. Willis, stone polisher,
structure for the man who wrote:
former wife, Christina Ross, died in spring. 99 percent pure and delight passed a very comfortable summer.
He said, grinning pleasantly: looking straight into her own. It jace ber st,rength having been
h 22 T.
“Way down upon the Swanee 1904.
fully cold the year round. I climbed
I have Just enjoyed a trip to the “That's quite all right. No harm was as though he were probing for sapped up by the thunderous clash Sullivan J. F. traveling salesman,
Ribber.
After the Boston fire, his con
three quarters of the w-ay up one Canadian Rockies—a jump of 2264 done.”
,
some answer to a question he was { the breakers upon her. Down.: h 185 Pleasant.
Far, far away . . .
Sullivan, Mae A., milliner, h 65
cern opened a new plant at 60 Pearl
miles
from
Montreal
to
our
first
1 rtnwn
cliff, viewing the beautiful land
"But it must have awakened you." asking himself about her.
down, Hnwn
down Khp
she wnt
went, It was as j Pleasant.
• • • •
street. Boston. He was affiliated
stop. (Ten trips to New York from she persisted.
After a moment of enduring his though she floated down a spiral Sullivan, Margaret N., h 24 Thom
A hundred acre site has aready been with various printing organizations. scape for miles around. There are Boston, or ten round trips between
aston.
“
No.
I
wasn't
dozing.
I
was
stare,
she said, rather rudely:
staircase, winding around and
He was active in yachting circles fine farms in abundance, with Boston and Portland). The ther
donated at White Springs, selected
Sullivan. Marguerite E„ h 30 Port
merely relaxing."
“Well?"
around where all was darkness,
land.
among other reasons because of its and for 22 years was secretary of buxom lads and lassies who have mometer hovered around 100 de
“Oh."
One corner of his lips twisted,! emptiness
Just before the last Sullivan, Michael H., clerk, h Old
location on U. S: Highway No. 41 the Yacht Racing Association of grown to love these old hills and grees at sea level, but up in the
County road.
(breaker broke above her. with its
There was a pause inviting con cynically.
one of the principal entries to the Massachusetts, which he helped or valleys the same as their ancestors. Rockies it registered zero
Sullivan, Nora, h 12 Brewster.
fusion.
after
which
he
said:
“
The
"I
was
just
thinking."
he
said,
not
resounding
fury,
she
could
hear
I saw cars from 20 states but none
ganize. The association was the
State.
Sullivan. Rose E., clerk Simonton
One did not have to go to the water's chic."
unpleasantly, “that this the first voices all around her.
• « • •
Dry Goods Co., h 22 T.
first organization to arrange non- from “Vacationland." We saw the Canadian Rockies to get a tempera
“I should hope." said Beryl,: it is time I’ve ever heard of anybody ( voices. Voices she had never Sullivan. Thomas, lime manufac
MacMillan the latter part of Au conflicting racing dates. Charles Hunter and his dog; visited Bing ture, as one young man died on
turer, Islesboro, h 49 Pleasant.
better than it was yesterday.” She fainting in the water. Perhaps you ' jiked the sound of. Warning voices,
gust published a new edition of Francis Adams, former secretary of ham Falls, with a mile stretch of Mt. Washington. N. H.. from expo
Sullivan,
Thos. D., stone polisher, h
were
merely
—
playacting?"
j
they
were
.
.
.
And
fingers.
Fingers,
22 T.
John A. Lomax's famous “Cowboy the navy, was president of this or tumbling crystal water, always of an sure in August. Anyway. August gave a dramatic little shudder at
the
memory
of
yesterday
’
s
tempera

Beryl
smiled
a
little
nervously,
everywhere,
were
pointing
at
her.
Sullivan. Timothy J por'er Thorn
Songs and Other Frontier Ballads,’ ganization. At one time, in com icy temperature.
was a wonderful month. In Newdike Hotel, h 87 Pleasant.
i And faces now—faces she knew and
The butternut trees are full and Hampshire to Sept. 1 there were 13 ture of the sea. Then she looked "Perhaps," she said.
revised and enlarged with the help pany with Sir Thomas Lipton. Brit
“So he did see through it after j had always detested . . . Voices, fin- Sullivan, Wm. M„ kiln tender, h 38
of his son Alan. This includes ish yachtsman he went to a Great the writer hopes to secure some as days of sunshine in succession and at him as though she fully believed
Pleasant.
Southerland, Arthur, machinist, h
soon as frost comes. Crops are do on 12 of them the summit of Mt. him capable of controling not only all.” she thought. “I’ll have to gers, faces, words . . . words . . .
many new songs and tunes that Lakes regatta to judge races.
the
temperature
of
the
water
but
grant
he's
smarter
than
most
of
"Sometime, someone or something
68 Grace.
He was one of the organizers and ing fine here. Mr. Editor, if you've Washington could be seen.
have come to light since 1910. The
the coming and going of the tides them. but I'm going to fool him yet is going to get the best of you, Beryl Sweetland, Mrs. A B., h BayView
popular “Home on the Range” lay first commodore and life member of never been up this way, you should
Square.
N. C C. 2
and the moon that influenced them and this next time I m going to have Carlson! . .
“Your time will Sweetland. Prank H., rigger, h 9
undiscovered in "Cowboy Songs the Cottage Park Yacht Club of plan to take a trip to this part
Somerville, Mass.. Sept. 15.
—
and
it
was
all
over
but
the
shout

him
believing
me.
We'll
see
who's
come!
.
.
.
”
“
You'll
get
yours,
Beryl
Sweetland.
for more than 20 years. This is the Winthrop and vice-commodore of of New England.
ing.
cleverest . . .”
Carlson, and I only hope I'm going Sweetland, Fred S., rigger, h 111
Ezra I. Savage
radio favorite that cheered thc the Winthrop Yacht Club. He was
Broadway.
“Shall we go in together?" he “What reason, if I'm not too curi to be there to see it! .,.”
Extract from “Sixth District Ga
lonely six months’ vigil of Admiral a member of the Boston Yacht Club
Sweetland, Georgie D., school
asked.
ous,"
he
asked,
“
could
you
possibly
Voices,
fingers,
faces,
words
—
all
a
Byrd near the South Pole, and i for 37 years. He was a life mem zette." published at Camp Smith.
teacher, h 10 Grace.
As they ran toward the water’s have for doing a thing of this sort?" j medley, a confusion, then a faint Sweetland, Mrs. L. W., h 10 Grace.
Oh Boy. oh Boy. oh Boy! But
is said to be on the preferred list of ber of the Winthrop lodge of Ma
edge, the band at the back of the
Beryl collected her poise and said blend of them all into a deeper Sweetser, Mrs. Nancy J., h 68
President Roosevelt who heard thc sons and affiliated with the Phillips tonholed Thos. H. (Scotty) Chad
Pleasant.
beach was playing “You Came To with a smile: “Perhaps I just wanted 1 darkness and—the invincible . . .
6ong for the first time the night of Brooks young men’s class at Trin wick. company baker, in the mess
Swift. James M„ truckman, h 13
My
Rescue"
and
Beryl
thought:
to
see
what
you'd
do
in
such
a
case.
(Property
of
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hall and among other things gleaned
Hall's lane.
his election when a group of news ity Church.
’
“Everytime I hear that piece from I think you kept your head very
Sylvester. Effie M.. dressmaker, h
the fact tliat the berries for the
paper reporters sang it on his door
6 High.
now on I shall connect it with this well. Mr . . Mr . . .
luscious homemade blackberry pie
WE BUY
step.
Sylvester, Mrs. Etta, dressmaker 6
happening.
”
There
were
hundreds
“
You
may
call
me
Michael.
”
Tuesday
were
provided
by
none
High, h same.
Andrew Rikila’s
jof current popular tunes she had “I think you kept your head very
Sylvester, Mrs. Laura, nurse, h 18
There is a farm girl wno makes New Shoe Repairing Shop other than our esteemed Ezra Sav
AND
SILVER
Elm.
*
connected with hundreds of similar well, Michael.”
age and William Robilard. Well,
money producing rabbits on her
Clarence £. Daniel*
Sylvester, Otis S.. carpenter, h
events but she never became melan
(“Flatter him," she thought.
is at 299 Main St.
gentlemen, the treats are on us.
farm near Wurtsboro. New York
6 High.
JEWELER
choly about them. She remem- “That will keep him interested in
Over Lamb’s, Cleaners
And some pie, Scotty.
Sylvester. Robert W . carpenter, h
She raises all the feed for them—
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
13Stf
bered them lightly because a new you You’re attracted to this man
85 Granite,
Camp Smith, Waterbury, Vt,
mostly alfalfa, celery and carrot. -
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